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INTRODUCTION
a

A language policy desirable and feasible in other countries may not be

as adequate in Malaysia, bec u e many different variables are involved, in-

cluding numerous political factors) Depending on circumstances, one variable

may be more important and decisive than another.

In Malaysia the problem of a national language is interlocked with na

tionalism. 2 As the Tengku expr ssed it:

It is only r ght that as a developing nation we should want to have a language
of our own . If the national language is not introduced, our country will
be devoid of a unified character and personality ---- a nation without a soul
and without a life .3

However, when a Ian_ u ge Is imposed on o -.adopted by another linguistic..

group. (no:matter ---hether the twa.langu ges are genetically related to.e ch -other

UNESCO, The Use of Vernacular Languages in Education Paris, 1953)
p. 26; Heinz Kloss, -171-yFornmunities: A Discussion of Ten
Variables" in IJAL, 33:4, Part 2 (October 1967), pp. 7-17; Heinz Kloss,
lingualism and Nationalism" in Journal of Social Issues, 23:2 (April 1967), pp.
39-47.

M. H. Boehm, "Nationalism; Theoretical Aspect" in Encyclopedi
the Soctat Sciences, Xl (New York Macmillan Company, 1967), p. 235;
ilcock and Ungku Abdul, Aziz, "Nationalism in Malaya" in W. L. Holland, ed-

i or, Asian Nationalism and the West (New York: Macmillan Company, 1 953
pp . 285-6

3 The Tengku spoke at
uoted from Howard Hayden,

Asia Vol. 1, Director's Report

the University of.Singapore on 9-December 1 964.
Hi her_ Education and Develo meni in Southeast
(UNESCO & lAU, 1967), p. 228.



social cultural, and psychological situations are created. From a purely linguis-

tic aspect, there is likely to be phonological, grammatic 1 nd lexical interfer-

ence (or 'enrichment' 4, a term as loaded as 'interference9. T .ese people; 'the

locus of contact 5 re, indeed, the original source fcr the linguist, psychologist,

sociolinguist, -and language teacher. Regardless of the methods of change-over'

from one language to the other, the pr cess is frequently beset with linguistic pro-

blems of language planning when the langu ge has yet- to be sta d rdized and

developed, and also with education 1 .problems when it is made a medium.of -in-.

tructi n. Usually, the social aspect f the process works in two oppos direc-

tions --- as sep r tor and a n unifier.°

It is true to some extent, that a common language will facilitate inter-

group co-operation and c mmurncation. Even

only means to n tional unify

a common la guage is not the

n multilingu 1 Mal ysia. Ac ording to T. H. Silcock,

Whether or not the people of the country ultimately favour a Malay language
education, as things are a Malay language education could not per se unify
the peop 1 e. 7

4 Einar Haugen, "Linguistics and Dial inguistics" in Monograph Series on
Languages and Linguistics, 21st Annual Round Table (Washington: Georgetown
University, 1970), p. 6.

5 Uriel Weinreich;
pany, _1963

anguages in Cont ct (The Hague: Mouton and Corn

Joyce 0. Hertz er A Sociology of Language (New Yo Random House
1967), Chapter X.

.1%,F1-.--Silcock;,T6kar-ds a Malayan Union (Singapore: Donald Moore for_
s ern UniversitieS:Pressl 96:1 R.



Moreover, much evidence nullifies the assumption that language alone b ings

unify to diverse --ethnic groups. Many nations

fought for a cornm n cause, the e

divided into north and south or east

A common I

Rh linguistic hete

-e also nations without- a langu

nd west.

ge is not equivalent to a common

The New Zealanders know the difference betw

New''Zeaktnders; s

ogeneity have

e problem

tional ident ty.

en speaking English and bein

the Americans know the diffe ence between speaking

English and being Americans. To say that

system are identical

The present d y language pOlicy in Malay

s basically mislead nc

language community and a societal

8

which can be represented as follows:

ethnic group 1

3
0

a common iancivaqe __-

Comm n Lang uae. refers to he n

b sed..-61-1:art: aSsumpti-on

ional language, Malay)

nationa
unity

n Malaysia a-satisfactory language policy in terms of national frameWor

and education is difficult, though not impossible. Educationists, linguists, and

political scientists have t consider the complexity Of 'hisiorical, geographical,

sociOlogical, ard linguistic factors' in the context

-9of the given society jogether`with education theory and principle.-



The author begins this thesis with some of these factors which are relevant

to formulating a possible language policy. The first ch Pt deals with the present

language situation and some social and ecolog cal mechanism in perpetuating the

linguistic diversity. As understood, the national language in invoked mainly to

achieve national unity and identity. The degree of unification by the national

language of the people in Malaysia within their ethnic groups and on a.nat onal

framework is discussed in chapter two Having recognized the two functions,

symbolic and utilitarian, that a national language must perform, the author on-

siders multilingualism a possible s lution. The third chapter attempts to give an

account of the implementation of the existing langu ge policy in education Some

linguistic and education problems are raised- nd rec mmendations suggested.



MALAY IN THE MULTILINGUAL .SOC1ETY

1.1 LcinguageSitucition 1

Malaysia is cellular society in which di ferent cultural linguistic, eth-

nic, and economic communities live their separate ways in different parts of the

peninsula'. 2 There are perhaps more languages, religions, and cultures than

there are ethnic groups. Arbitrarily speaking the languages-can be grouped into

four m in categories, based on either historical facts or legal status of the lan-

guages or boch.

(1) The aborigine langua es: Malay (including dialects ), Dayak, Dusun,.Melanun,
Bisaya, Bajau, Murut (Sarawad and North Borneo dialects), Ubian,
etc..

The immigrant langua es: Chinese nc udin diale s Indian langua es, and
Indonesian lahguages.

1 Charles A. Ferguson, "National Sociolinguistic Profile Formulas" in
William Bright, editor, Sociolinguistics (The Hague: Mouton and.Company, 1966),
p . 309.

2 E.H.G. Dobby, South East Asia (London: University of London Press,
1950) p. 136.

3 See A. A. Cense, and E. M. Uhlenbeck, Critical Survey of Studies on
the 1 nguages of Borneo 'S--Gravenhage, Mcirtinus Ni jhoff, 1958), pp. 7-46.

.



The colonial langu ges: Portuguese, Dutch, -and En fish.

(4 The langu ge of special status 4 Arabic.

The absolute number of speakers for these languages ranges from a few

million to a few tho sand. The relative size of Malay speakers is about 42% of

the total populati n, the Chinese less than 40% and Indian speakers about 10%.

6

While Malay Chinese, and Tamil are important or major languages of the cont-=

try, English is le rned and under tood by most of the population as a second or

foreign language. 5 The ultimate aim of languogepolicy is to replace all the

languages with Malay as a referent, as a means of i ter-group communication,

and as a tool to science, technology, and modernity.

1 1 . 1 The Indigenous Languages

In Malaya6 the aborigines number about 50,000. The most primitive race

t.nt-:in South East ASia-and 'the .Malay.Archipelago-is.called the Negr,itos-whoi..

4 'Charles A. Ferguson, 1966, pp. 310-1. Arabic is the only language
used in Islamic religious services. Islam has been an integral part of Malay sac'-

see 2.2.2.1 Therefore, the traditional role played by Arabic is not likely
o change.

A. H. Marckwardf, English as a Second Language and English a
Foreign Language" in H. B. Allen, editor, Teaching English as a Second Lan-
guage (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1965 ), pp. 3-8.

Hereafter Malaya is referred to the Federation of Malaya or West
Malaysia which is composed of eleven states that make up the Malay Peninsula.
East Malaysia will be referred to North Borneo (now called Sabah) and Sarawak.

7 Malaysia Year Book 1970 (Kuala Lumpur: The Straits Times Press
Malaysia B d., 1970)T. 1-37Teday mostof the aborigines*have either been

assimilated to the Malay community or have retreated to jungle areas. These ac-,,
count for their insignificant role in the linouistic siftiation of Malaysia.
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are found in Kedah, Perak, and Kelantan. The sneakers of Mon-Anam Senoi

are found in the Central mounta ns of Malaya. The Jakuns are Scattered in South

-Malaya and Riau-l-ingga archipelago. They spe k o- kind .of Malay which is said

to be free from foreign loan words. 8

The aborigine l nguages in East Malaysia occuny a much more important

position than the contempor ry aborigine la guages in West Malaysia because of

their gre ter relative numerical size and political potentiality. According to the

division based on linguistic diversRy, there are at least forty distin t languages

in the territory. A reliable picture, Cense claims, of ihe present linguistic sit-

uation based on available data is not possible. The re son is th

slight differences, mostly of a lexical nature and, occasionally in some parts
of the phonemic system, have led the observers who usually lack linguistic
training, to postulate the presence of separate languages on occasions when
there hardly seems to exist a reason to speak of separate dialects.9

Moreover, one complication comes from th names given to the pkvriginal groups

by their neighbo.urs A n me may be applied to one group at one time and to an -

other group at another time.

ThLis far -the &Dor. ine languages. ha e neither contended nor striven for

legal status or ri orous expansion a h ve English Chinese

The autonomy -of edu ation and language policy g anted consftutionally to East

Malaysia has c shioned the conflic

prY. nt:;_ Hu

9 Cense and Uhlenbeck, p.

hinson



1.1.2 The Malay Langua e

The Malays who are believed to be _descenckints of the Deutero-Malays

d from Yunnan to the Malay Peni sUld around 2,000 B.C. Many Malays

come from the Indonesian islands after the establishment of the .MalaCca Sultanate.

The strengthening of Malays on both sides of the Straits of Malacca is s id to be

one of the important factors 'in making Malay aiingua franca of Indonesia .10 The

Indonesians immigrated to Malaysia at a, constant rate on their own a d more re-

cently, by the deliberate effort of the M Iaysian governm nt. These t rants

fo med about 13% and 9% of the total Malay population in 1947 and 1957 respec-

11tively. They speak different languages of the Malayo-Polynesi

family but mainly Mal y and J

n language

vanese. Th ugh they differed in time of ar ival,

these Indonesians identified themselves w

guage, religion and ethnicity.

ship will affect the s

th the local Malays due to common Ian-

o what extent and degree the I nguist elati n-

c al political, and cultural rel tions between Indonesia

and Malaysia it is too early to predict. Nev rtheless, the linguistic factor will

ertainly affect Malaysian nationality and vi e versa The inter relationship

V. Del- Tufa, Malaya, A
(London Agents for the Colonies, 1949
tion Census of the Federation of Malaya.
1957), report-14, p. 12.

Report on the 1947 Census of PopUlation
pp. plc) 8c316;-. FL. Fell; 1957 Pc:void-.
Koala Lumpur:- Department of _Statistics,
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en the two has been voicedby both Indonesian and Malaysian leaders.12

Ore result of political impact is the agitation for the formati n of a Malay

Confederation, called Maphilindo a term coined from Ma of Malaya Phil of the

Philippines, and Ind° of Indonesia.] The influence on the linguistic aspect is

sven in the proposed Malindo spell ng system, a uniform spelling system for

Bahasa Indonesia and Bah sa Kebangsaan, 14 a step towards g eater I nguistic

1oiogeneity and cultural exchange between the two nations.

1.1.3 Chinese Dialects

Thar- were frequent trade and diplomatic cont -cts b tween t e Malacca

Sultanate and the Chinese as far b ck

traders mostly from Southern Ch n , numbered about 300-400 in Malacca when

Dutch took it over in 1641. Re!

Ming Dyn sty or lier. Chinese.-

12 See K. Ratnarn Communalism
(Kuala Lumpur: University of Malaya Press, 1965), p. 13 ; Soediatmoko "
Case Study in Cultural Contacts: The Malay Language" in Philips Talbot, editor,
South East Asia in the World Today (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,
19503,7372-07-

13 There is however, a stronger tie between Malaysia and Indonesia than
any of them with the Philippines. Geographically speaking, Indonesia and
hSolaysia are closer to each other. The strong immigration ties provided a bri
for the Malays to look to Indonesians for political and cultural leadership especi-
ally before 1957. Moreover, Bahasa Melayu and Bahasa Indonesia are mare c ose-
ly related to each other than either Tagalog ar Visayan or Jionkano to any of them.
Fmally theie is also the common religion as mentioned.

and Political Process in

14 _

,The Malay word "bahasa" means,"language." BahaSa Kebangsaan means,,
'he national language. It refers to-Bahasa Melayu dr the Malay language.
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1/5 and 1/7 of the total population.1 Following the foundation of Penang in

1786 arid Singapore in 1819 the Chinese, mostly traders, streamed into the new

trading settlements in waves. During the following few decades the Chinese tin

miners and other professional men increased tr mend usly in number and thus con-

tributed to the heterogenous linguistic situation. After the 1930's, the numerical

force of ihe Chinese speakers came more from natural increase th n from mew im-

migration which was now under control The social political, and economic un-

rest in Mainland China forced these p ople to flee overseas, and the continued

un est transformed the transient Chinese to perm nent settlers. This fundamental

chane does not imply th t there was a corresponding change in their cultural

identity for adaptati n to the new environment. Language, as an in& edient of

culture is the best m nifestation of this cultural identity. About ten different di-

alects of Southern China are spoken, with Hokkien and C ntonese in the leading

positions. --Theugh mutually urn rite 1 lig ible _r IlY .dialects:share a .comm n

writing -s>istern-Whi-ch- faeijitatos ommunicuHon amoi g the Chinese linguistic co

munitie . Since 1920 Mandarin, a. variety of No thern Chinese bas d on the

Peking dia ect has become the medium of instruction in the Chinese schools in

pla e of various dialects (vernacukirs as most authors call-them ) The ch ngeover

15 See Victor. Purcell, The Chinese in South East Asia
University Press, Tj 965 pp. 223-43.

16 Hockchia- and Heckchiu are mutually intel I _ ible, T e degree o
tellig bility among these-dialects has yet to be deterrnined.

London 'Oxford
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s in response to the China Nationalistic movement 17 and the influence culminated

;Is Malayan Ch nese education crisis in the late 1940's and the early 1950's.

1.1.4 Indian Languages

The Indians have in luenced both the material and spiritual life of the

Malays since the beginning of the Christian era. The influence waned with the

spread of Islam.

Since the 19th Century, with the new arrival from Southern India of Indian

I bourers to work on the rubber estates and the r ilways, Tamil has become an im-

portant langu ge in West Malaysia. The next most important language is Punjabi.

Its spe kers, called Sikhs came from North India working as professional and mil-

itary men. Though numerically weak, the Punjabi speakers re till-able i--- sustain

their language because of their economic strength and soci 1 status. Today, about

85% of the Indians spe k Tamil The remaining se tions speak M layalam, Telegu,

of the Dravidian language family, a d Pun- bi, H ndi, Bengali Gujar thi, Marathi,

and Oriya of the Indo-Ir nian language family. N ne of these languages is in-

Iligible to the other.

1 1 Coloni 1 Languages with Special Re erence to English as an Official Language

It was eported by R. B. Le . ge that there is concentrated in Malaccci a

community of Portuguese spe kers wise. e creole Portuguese is similo that spoken .

17 The relation between language and nationalism is discussed very thor-
oughly in John DeFrancis, Nationalism and Language Reform in China (Princeton,
New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1950).



in Macao. How many still retain it as a mother -tongue needs fu -her study.

Nevertheless, this communi is very'insignificant in size and probably will not

12

create many language problems since they have inarrid fr ely with other races.

The Dutch occupied Malacca for nearly Iwo centuries, but today there is

no Dutch community in Malaysia. The explanation for this phenomenon is th t

the Dutch never intended to occupy Malacca on a permanent basis.

The influence of DUtch and Portuguese n the Malay language has been

through tFe means of many loan words. These languages will have no importance

either in the future development of the Malay language or in the national lan-

guage policy of Malaysia.

The role of Englisl will be a very different one not only in its domains

of function, but also in its potential influence on Malay language development.

Many newly d

a forei

veloping nations su h a those n Africa hav retained or adopted

n langu e (also a colonial language ) as an overt or cover

riented language policy to linguistic and educational problems. Malays.ia

is more a example of an intermediate developing than a newly developing n_ tion.

The retention of English in contemporary Malaysia solves some problems of hori-

zontal and vertical communication on the one hand; and on the other hand pro-

vides a smooth transition period for the national language to develop and promul-

gate for popular acceptance and usage.

18 R. B. LePage, National Languae Question (London: Oxford University
Press, 1964), p. 67. R B. LePage, "Mult;lingualisin in Malaya" in Symposium of
Multilingualism BrazzaVille, 1962. p-. 137.
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1.1.5.1 Legal Status of English

The importance of English is immediately apparent from its legal status,

not to mention the actual use of English in administration, a traditional praciice.

The 1957 constitution proclaimed Engl sh as an official language for ten years

until parliament otherwise provided. Article 152 clause (2) states that En lish

may continue to be used in both houses of parliament, in the legislative ssem-

bly of all st tes, and for all other official purposes. Clause (3) stipulates that

authoritative texts of all -bills to be introduced or-amendrnents to be moved in

..either house of parliam nt and af all ads of p rliament and all subsidary -legis--

lation issued by the government.sh II be in the-English.langPgge- Clauses (4)

and -(5) stipulate -th

dinate courts

II proc dings in the F deral court

hall be in the English language.

r a high court or sub r -

When Malaysia was formed in 1963 with the in lus on of Sabab, Sarawak,

and Singapore 19 similar legal arrangement regarding the use af En lish is spec

fled in article 161 (1), (2) nd Clause (2) pr vides that representatives

from East Malaysia can use English in either house of parliament; English may be

used for all proceedings in subordinate cow ts, high courts or appeal from them,

in the legislative assembly, and for ciii other oFFicial u es (includ na the official

purposes of the federal government). English has been c orded the status of an

official language for ten years from Malaysia day. IAL)wever, 1973 is not an

19- Two years later Singapore seceded to become the Republic oF Singapore
and is not included in this thesis unless speeified..
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abs lute deadline because any act afFecting the status and the use of Englich has

be be approved by an enactment of the legislature oF the st concerned (161 (3) )

That East Malaysia delegateswill continue. using EngliSI-1 is certain, mak-

ing-"the podia

slow down th

ent bflingual assembly. The extension in the use of English will

likelihood that Malay will be the sole official language both in

West and East Malaysia, especially in the latter case becawe it h

autonomy in its educalional and language poli

1.1 5.2

Y.

been given

Oc ogical'Factor for PreferenCe..of English

During the process of selecting, accepting, learning using, and identi-

fying with a non-mother tongue national language the attitude of the people c n-

-cerned regarding their own languages and-their attitude towards the chosen I n-

.guage and its speaker's in question must be assessed. As Robert G. Armstr n éx-

p-ressed it, 'The language question is-intimately bound up with the problem of the

respect we bear other people and Of 60r-self7-reSpe 20 The oheice of a foreign

language as an-official language in most African countries is to avoid possible

finguistic.conflicts among the numerous Ind genous langu ges. Where an indigenous

language is Chosen-, the view is reported by John Spencer that deVelopment of the

mdigerious:language should not reach ccstage that it will become a rival to the

'.,-- Rober ,Q. A±trnittrong,- _Weinactilar Languages-and Cultures" in John --
-SpenCer/..edit-Or;,-iLangUage__in_Afri_ca.-, Papers Tef:Levehelme -Conference on ,

,

_LiniveriitieS,and the Language Problems-of Tropical,Africe London: Canibridge
_ ,

niverskty-: ,ress 1963 .69 ---



foleign language .2 'With respect to the ude of the indigenous people towards

the Malay speakers, the fear of Malay dominance m away from le rn-

ing the language. The record of Brunei (Malay) rule.in Borneo in past centuries

is far from encouraging. Dele

expressed the fear

es test fy ng prior to the form tion of Malays

that the relative backwardness and ine perience of the indigenes

might-be used to their disadvantage by the more

When M lay k placed side by side w

dvanced and sophisticated Malays .22

th English, the pe ple immediately

realize that the former cannot be accepted an the same par with the latter, which

provides better opportunities in academic pursuit and professions. Therefor , a

Dayak child would by-pass the national language and go straight to En lish. The

trend is explicit in Sabah where indigenous parents demanded their children be in-

structed in English rather than-in Malay. In recent years the indigenous people in

East Malaysia have gradually taken pride-in-their, languages and cultures leading

to the establishment of ndtive .friluni-ory schools and self 4elp schools in Sabah and

a awak respectively, A Kad zannewspaper, the =first in the langu ge-,

stance, began circulation in 1966. This- devel_oPment may_eventually evalve-as

similar liguistic, cultural, or even political-situation to-that of Irel nd and England.

21- John -Spencer, "Lanjuages and_ ndependence ' in Spencer, editor,
'Langijage in Africa,"-p-;

22 _
ee,T."'POPulation:/-A--,Preliminary Analysis in Wang Gun

_ __ , _

edifar,_-Malaysia:, A.-Survey, London:- Pall-Mall Press,_ 1-965), p. 76.
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Therefore, a solution to.avoid such a situation is urgen ly needed. Malay

must be developed to be ome an indispensable means of communication rather

than merely a source of pride a case development that has

23cepted official language in the U. S. A.

1.2 Some Perpetuating Mechanism in Linguistic Diversity

ade English an

It is not languages which come into contact but the speakers of those lan-

guages.24 What makes the contacts possible, tl en, is th

the speech communities, their soci I and economi

munication, and language exposure through- rn

settlement pattern of

aeOgraphic corn-

s media not to exh ust The. list.

These sho Id be prim ry factors underlying the choice of a national .language.25

Depending on circumstances, these social nd ecal

pede or hasten the linguistic h mogeneity which

contact in a multilingual society.

i al variables will either hi, 7

s one of the results of language

Another result is that the incHvdual becomes

bi-or multilingual, which'isapermanent rather

in Montreal, Canada and Paraguay 26
. Fin

th n a transit onal ph nomenon,,

Ily, HI re may evolve a pidgin

.23 A. Fishman, et al., Language Loyalty in the United ta es, The
Hague: Mouton and Company, 1966), p . 30.

24 Weinreich, p. 1.

25 Sp ncer, editor, pp 130-3.

26 Stanley Lieberson, "Bilingualism in Montreal: A Demographic Analysis"
in the American Journal of Sociology, LXXI (July 1965), pp. 10-25. Joan Rubin,
"LangUage and Educaion in Paraguay" in J. A. Fishman, C. A. Ferguson, and J.
Das Gupta, editors, _Lan ucg_._t_ae_EL-oblems of Developing Nations (New York: John

Inc., 1968), pp. 477-88.
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language which may be learned as a mother tongue (creole language).27 If is

hoped that what has been (and will be) discussed and analysed will shed I ht on

likely results of .language contact and thus give so-ne prelimin ry consideration to

a feasible anclpractical language pol. y in Chapter II.

27 William J. Samarin, "Lingua Froncas: With Special Reference to Africa
in Frank A. Rice, editor, Study of the Role of Second Languages in Asia, Africa,
and Latin America shington Centre for Applied Linguistics, 1962 ,
PP. 54-64.
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peach CoMmunities alaya Sabah Sarawak

Malays

Chinese:
Hokkien
Hakka
Cantonese
Tieuchieu
Hainanese
Kwongsai
Hockchiu
Hengkwa
Hockchia.

Speakers of other dialects

2,802.9

740.8
508.8
505.2
283.1
123.0
69.1
46.1

.9
9.8

34.4

Indians:
Tamil
Malayalam
Telugu
Pakistanis
Sinhalese

Speakers of other Dravidian
& Indo-Iranian languages

11.9
57.3
15.3
6.0
5.3

129.3

28.3
70.2
17.4
22.0
8.0

70.1
5.0

-Sea Dayak

.Land Dayak

Melanau

Kackizan Dusun

Murut

6 .5

28 Figures for Malaya are taken from Fell-, Teport 14, pP. 12--14. Figures
tor Sabah are based-on L. W. Janes, North Borneo: A Re art_on the Censtis of
0 ulation 1960 (Kuching: Government Printer, 1962a); Figures for Sarawak are bas d

on L. W. Jones, Sarawak: A Report-on the Census of Population 1960 (Kuching:
Government Printer, 1962 b).

145 2

22.1

237 7

57.6

44.7

'Pakistanis make up several_ language groups__,

2
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ch Communi es Mala a Sabah Sarawak

Bciat; 59 7

-Indonesians 281 .1 24.8 3.2

Europeans 28.0 1.9 1 .6

Thcii 21 .8 *

Other indigenous -41 .4 79.4 37.9

'Other non-indigenous 35.7 16.7 0.9

The above figures give only a rough indi atian of the n tive speakers of

each language community. Of these communities six language families are present.

in Chinese and in their respective mother tongue,Though more people ar

the nu ber of people l arning English has been increasing th

Since 956, Engl h primary school population in West Malaysia has been first in

rate of increase. During this same period primary school population in Chinese,

Malay, and Tamil streams show little difference in the rate oF increase. The break-

down of the English primary school population indicates thai- Chinese made up

half of the number; Indians, with their small' number in the total population, con-

stitute about 25%; and Malays make up the remainder. The fac s indicate two

things: (a) each of the linguistic communities will continue to prize their ultur-

al values and identity (b) each of these groups shows a more favourable

Fell, rePort 14, pp. 21-2 , Jones pp! 79-96; -Jones

itude

.

, pp; 757-94L
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foi English than any other second language. Under the present social cit cum-

stances and educ tional sys em, English has been a prime contender with the na-

tional language a !ingua franca for inter-gr up communical ion.

Malay has more n tive speakers than any other single linguistic group,

but it is not dominant. 31 None of the languages is understood by all people.

An overgeneral zation that Malay and E glish are the I ngu
..

terpreted very narrowly, as Silcock32 noted, in view of the pattern of population

settlement and occupations of the different linguistic comrnunitks. Malay is con-

co muriication network of small scale trade among different ethnic

gr ups. English is socially based in that it is used by English educated. elites.

31 C. A. Ferguson, "The Language Factor in National Development" in
Rice, editor, Study of the Role of Second Languages in Asia, Africa, and Latin
America, pp. 11-2. Ferguson gave three indications of dominance. A language
is dominant if it is spoken by half the population. The second indication is that
a language is learned by other native speakers in the country. According ta this,
English rather than Malay, is dominant as discussed. The third indication is the
publication of official texts of laws, etc. Based on this criterion, English is evi-
dently dominant. Other non-official publication, such as newspaper and imported
books may show a reVerse picture of dominance. What is "officially" dominant
may not be social dominance.

32 T. H. Silcock, "The Effects of Industrialization on Race Relations in
Malaya" in Guy Hunter, editor, Industrialization and Race Relations, (London:
Oxford University Press, 1965), p. 180.



1.2.2 Distribution: Areal Population Concentration,
Rural vs Urban
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The inter-communal settlements are such that one speech community is

predominant in terms of state (Figure 1. ), areal concentration, and rural and

urban divisions33 (Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2 The Percentage of Rural and Urban Linguis ic
Group Distribution in Malaya 34

Year Malay Chinese
Rural Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban

Indian Others

1931 19.2 59.6

1947 59.6 21.1 29.8

1957 74.2
=

22.6 14.9 63.9

62.3

17.8

9,5 13.8, 0;8

9.75 10.7

3.4

Generally speaking the Chinese and Indians are concentrated an the We I

coast and in urban areas, while the Malays are on the East coast and in rural areas .

y be some truth that the mutu l distrust and hostility between Malays and

Malays is the result of linguistic congruence with rural and urban divisions.35

Rural population mechis an area having not more than 1,000 people.
Sarnples for areal concentration are taken from Fell: Trengganu in the north-
east where Malays were predominant, Vol. 1, p. 67; Penang in the northwest
where Chinese were predominant, Vol. 3, p. 7; Johore in the south where
neither was predominant, Vol. 6, p. 36.

Urban population percentage for 1931 and 1947s i taken from Del Tufo,
p. 46. 1957 figuies are from Fell, report 14, p. 9. The rural percentage for
1947 and 1957 is calculated frorn Del Tufo and Fell respectively.

35 Weinreick, pp. 96-7.
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Figure 1,1 Major Linguistic Groups Distribution in Malaya

r. :Negri
Sembilan

Malays form more
than" 60%

Mala s form ma jo ity.but
less t an 60%

Chinese form majori y

No linguis ic group_form moiority
bOt Non-Malays outnumber-Malays_



Many examples 'in the past show that a language or dialect of a capital city re-

places other languages or dialects to become dominant language. Malay lacks

-his geographical advantage, becaus
a

the majority Malay speakers is in rural

areas. TherefOre, a linguistic homogeneity using Malay seems a long way Off ;.

On intr -group linguistic community distribution the Chinese show a

heavy concentration of one rather homogenous group in one area. For instance,

the Ho kehiu who made up about 2% of the tot I Chinese popUlation in ..1957are

,centrated in Dindings in Perak. Though relatively insignificant in size in
fi

West Malaysia, the Hockchiu a e the most important dialect group in Sibu in the

third divi n (ProVinde) of Sar wak. Of the two major dialect groups in Malaya,

nese are concentrated in Ipah -and .Ku ..la Lumpur, the state capitol

Perak and Selangor re-spectively. The Hokkien n Penang and KI

The intra-group areal concentration h Ids true for other spee h comMun-

ities. The speakers of Punjabi, for instance are concentrated in S langor.

Some Java ese spe re concentrated in Seroom, re Although v rious

languages or-dialects may not be important in the national framework, they

still the most important, so etim s the only means

speech c mmunities.

tive local it ies .

The geographical separation of West Malaysia from East Mal ysia by the

South China Sea is no less important than areal concentration of linguistic com-

munities in perpetuating linguistic diversity. The indigenous peoples who still

communicaf ion for th

ngua franc in their espec-
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in longhouses and r mote jungle areas have little contact with the world.

The size of the territory, with its thin population and extremely poor communica-

-tion, retards geographical mobility, which deprives these people their edu tional

cvportunities and facilities. Mor,over, with a rather sm II number of native Malay

5peakers there is a limited range and frequency of language contact. As a result

of these social and geographical insulations there are no natural means pf learn-

ing a new languag Therefore, there is every reason to believe ill. t it will take

the indigenes generations to learn the national language as a means of communi-

cation, and adopt .it as a fi st language thr ugh formal learning.

The occupational division is another social mechanism in perpe:uating lin-

guistic diversity. In general, the Malays are fishermen farmers, a d to some

luding military men); the natives are hunters, fish-

ermen and rice farmers; the Chinese are mercnants; the Indians are estate workers

and profess onal men. Furthermore, a specific group may have a dominant

!Dation or economic activity. The Hokkien C ntonese and Tieu

men; the Hainanese are the restaurant and coffee shop keepers.

From the precedi

oCcti-

business

discussions it may be concluded that a large section of

the Chinese population and, to a successively lesser_extent, the Indians and the

Malays are ' mobilized_population' 36 Their actiVe economic aetiv ties mobilize

them for_ relatively intensive communication with the outside world and other

36 Karl Deutsch, Nationalism and Social Communica ion (Massachuse
Press, 1 966), p. 126 -.



linguistic communities. It is, therefore predictable that there would be rore

bilinguals or rnultilinguals among them. They will rem

25

in so becaOse their Ian.-

guages function in- a cemplementary manner. If competency in a langu ge other

th.ln on 's moth r tongue is a good thing' for Americans, such an ability is a

necessity for Malaysians. 'The linguistic divisi

viontreal Canada, renders bilingu

1.2.3 The Mass Media

The mass media --- press

guage diversi

n of lahour',37 such as that in

lism or muitilingualism a necessity.

dio, television, and film --- reflect the Ian-

on the one hand and public

newspape s published in 6 languages

"itude on the other. There are 51

8 of which re in the n tion I language,

25 in Chinese, 12 in English, 4 in Tamil 1 in Punjabi and 1 in Kadazan. The

combined circulation for the papers far each language is 300,000 for Chinese,

200,000 for English 70,000 for the .nati nal language, and 27,000 f r Tamil 38

37 Everett C. Hughes, "The Linguistic Division of Labour in Industrial andUrban Societies," Monograph Seric-s on Languages and Linguistics; 21st Annual
Round Table Georgetown University, 1970, pp. 103-119.

38 Malaysia Official Year Book
1969), p. 242.

1968, (Povernment Printer, Ktia a ILumPur,



-iewspaper and other publications rn Malaysi

Utusan Melayu wi)- Utusan Zaman (Jawi)
Mingguan Malaysia (Rumi)
Berita Harian (Rumi); Berita Minggu (Rumi)
Warta Negara (Jowl); Warta Mingguan(Jawl
Slwits Times; Sunday Times
Malay Mail; Sunday Mail
Straits Echo and Times of Malaya
Pinang Gazette; Sunday Gazette ..
Chung Kuo Pao (China Press
Nanyang Sian Pdu 9 .

Kin Kwok Daily News .

Kwong Wah Yit Poh
Sing Pin Jih Pao .. .
Malayan Thung Pau (four issues per week) ..
Tomil Nesan .. .

Sakthi; Sevika
Sangomani (two issues per week) a

Malaya Sarnachar . SP

Language
National Language

26

* .

SARAWAK

Utusan Sarawak three Issues per we
r

Sarawak Tribune; Sunday Tribune
The Va-nguard .. ..
Kadazan Times . .. . ND

Chinese Daily News .. .

Surawk Vanguard; Sunday Vanguard
Sarawak Express .. .. .. .
See Hua-Daily News; Sae Hua Weekly ..
The Miri Daily; The Miri Sunday edition
Hwa Lian Daily News; Hwa Lian Weekly ..

L, wak Siang Pao,
-Chiew 'Daily News

Tarnil

Punjabi

National Language
'English

Kadazan
Chinese



sabah Times
overseas Chinese Dai y
Api iang Pau
Sandakan Jih Pao

. Borneo Times
Tawau Jill Pao
Eastern Malay-sa Evening Post

Ws
Ch inese

II

ft

IP

nce 1968 they have merged to become Kinabalu SabahTirnes.

In radio broadcasting there is a ornplete programme in major languages

27

to cater the n ed of.those spee h cam unities. In Malaya the total broadcasting

nglish 97 hours,time each week in Malay is 126 h

Tamil 92 1/2 hours. In Sarawak the tot

Chinese'100 1/3 hours,

is 194 hours wiih the breakdow

63 in Malay, 39 1/2 in Chinese, 38 in English 28 1/2 in lban, and 25 in Bidciyuh .

The total hou s for S bah is 119 3/4 hours with Malay 28 1/4 Chinese 18, En lish

Kadaz n 16 1/4, Murut 5 1/4 and Bajau 1 3/4 hours.26 3/4, Indonesian 2

Malay,-English,i-Chinese

not yet available to Fist Malaysia.

M vies are shown mostly in Chinese, English, and Tarnil, but very few are

shown in Malay.

There is no denying that the mass media is one a

important dimensions in cornmunicaHon Malay has a long way to go to replace

:nd Tamil are us d in the television, which

he most pervasive and

all the I nguages in this dimension.

posed to their respective languages,

While different lin-guistic groups are still ex-

inguistic diversity will c ntinue to pe..tist.
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A Change Directed to Lingustic Homogeneit

Within the present social and cultural perspective the importance of

mother tongues and maintenance of them ore self evklent. The linguisflc diver-

s ty is socially perptuated on inter and infra-group levels. In view of the

guage islands created by the lack of geographical mobility and insul ted

through socio-econarnic and religious activities, both language assimilation

end prohibition effort must be applied to bring a change to the present langu

situation. As Gumperz pointed out, the persistence of linguistic diversity

ge

will not .;hange unless there is a change in the social and ecological boundaries

thrcugh modernization and other social changes. It is hoped that the changes

Id create-a congenial climate in which Malay, and not other I nguages,

Id ultim tely function as a common channel of communication, tool, and

nt. Whether the changes will follow this direction has y t to be s en.

le course of change, both deliberate effort and unpredictabl foices may

for or against it.

40 D Gupta a d -I -Control in -II\1.orth India, " in Fishman,
tians, pp. 151-166.

mperz, Language, Communication and
A. ed,). Language Problems of DeVelopi



dIAPTER II

FORMULATION OF A SAT SFACTORY- LANGUAGE POLICY.

Why National Language

As a newly independent nation, Malaysia is in the process of cultivat n-

national identity, a process which has plagued the Maghrib.1 A nation ! Ian-

oge along with other national symbols is invoked, as a unifying agent in a multi-

lingu I multir-c I, and rnultireligious society. Mal y as a nation I language

against this setting has to fulfil the symbolic function --- a symbol .of ethnic cul-

I ident f cation at a national level rOther than

utilitarian function providing a means for horizontal

mrnuncil level and the

ass communication and an ac-

cess to mode nity science and technology. Making Malay a truly nation I sym-

bol is our concern here Lacking such a process, India has result d in the octopus-

like 'linguistic states'. The pr cess is not easy in Mal ysi because the e s no

single tradition with a long c ntinuity behind It common to all M I ysians. More

ecisely, each of the three maior linguistic groups has its own separate tradition,

1 -Charles F. Gallabher, "Narth African Problems and Prospects:. Langua e
9nd Identity," in J. A. Fishman_, C. A. _Ferguson, and J Das Gupta editors
Language Problems Of Developing Nations, -pp..129-50.

29
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the exis ence of which is 'militant a ainst the development of a single socio

cultural authenti ity at the national level' 2 Briefly, to have 'a language

our own' overshadows many related problems raised by this issue.

2.2 A Panorama of Solutions

Some past and present s lutions will be discussed so that a feasible solu-

Han in terms of national interest will be s if evident. For simple tre tn ent, a

panorama f solutions may be r presented by the following diagrams:

0

M Mal_ay

(d)

- English C inese I - Tamil 0 - Other lan uages

-According to th .langu ge nat on.typology suggested by Kloss .3

exoglossic genu ne nafi n state

7part---xoglossic section A:lased nation state -'

endo losSic cti n77.based:nati n.statei--..

7 endog I os s ic guine natiori st e

endoglpssic multilingual state.

2 J. A. Fishman, "Language Problems and Types of Political and Social
Cul ural Integration" in Fishman, Ferguson, and Das'Gupta, editors, Language
Problems of Developing Nations, p . 49.

Heinz Klass, "Notes Concerning a Language-Notion Typology" in
Fishman, Ferguson, Das Guipta, editors, Language Problems of Developing
N°ti_ons, pp. 69-85.
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2.2.1 Past Solutions

The language policy during the colonial period is indicated in (a) in which

a non-indigenous language , English, was adopted as the official language. No

offici I recognition of other languages was permitted, but Malay,Chinese, and

Tamil were allowed to function and survive on their own. A common foreign lan-

guage has not drawn as much emotional attachment and strong language loyalty

as one's mother tongue. However appropriate it is as a tool it is not understood

by the masses. It does not serve horizontal communication, but only the vertical

with the educated bilinguals elites who served as the bridge of communication be-

tween the ruler and the ruled. Moreover, it is against national aspiration to adopt

a foreign language as the n tional symbol . When nationalism finds its expression

through linguistic reform, even foreign elements in the indigenous language are

purg d not t enti n the even more remote possibilty of adopting the foreign

langu ge. National pride works against this solution.

After independence one of the indigenous I

raised to the p

nguages of he country, M lay,

vileged.positi n th t -English previously enjoyed (see b, p . 30).

Needless to say: the. 'change in the -tatus quo ereated,lingu4ti cerifl fcts between

Mal y and other languages which were hithe to on on e u I footing with Malay.

n the- other hand; when Malay was made the. national 1 nguage, Mal y and

English ceased to function in comp! ment ry ways and domains. Malay is making

headway, Practic lly and constitutionally, to replace English as its ultimate
Th trend is understandable and pr dict ble. In the face o owing national-

.

movement, English 1svery likcly togiwciytoMalay. IF the developmen
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of the national language cannot keep pace with nationalistic demand, that is,

the.national language is insufficiently developed to repl ce the foreign language,

tl-ere will be a breakdown of communication with the outside world.

Suffice to say that solution a) is incompatible with the will of the people

and that (b) cannot be a long ter -solution. There remain

the latter two being the two ext ernes of the range.

2.2.2 Present Trend Solutions

) (d) and (e) with

So much is related to cultural and soei I reform that a discussion of the pre-

sent trend in the I ngu ge policy of Malaysia wi hout such perspectives-is a delila-

crate misinterpretation of facts. Any solution so proposed would not be placed in

its true pe spective. Writing on language reform in Turkey, yd claimed,

The reform of modern Turkish is not only an interesting attempt to change
the Turkish language deliberately and methodically; it is also an integral
part of an important manifesi-ation of the social and cultural transformation .

which has taken place in Turkey. The linguistic change can only be under-
stood in correlation with the simultaneous development of Turkish society.4

As an observation this is as valid in Malaysia as in Turkey.

2.2.2.1 Religion-Lan uage-Ethnicity

Acco ding cle 160 (2) of the Fed ral Constitution of Malaysia, a

ma lay person who professes the Muslim religion, habit ally speaks the Male

. -Uriel Heyd, FrP e to Lan ua e Reform in Turkey (Jerusalem Israe
ntal Society, 1954).



language and conforms to the Malay coustoms'. The definition m y be written.

as an equation: Islamic religion + Malay language + Malay customs

Malay; or in the form of a diagram:

a Malay

These criteria for.ethnicity separate Malays from non-Mal ys.

Religious forces in the mai tenance of ethnicity and language maintenance

must not be minimized;- the three are closely linked. Fithman found that most of --

the religious institutions in. the -United States .have UndeegOne de-ethniciration

which has paralysed the language maintenance effort of the immigrants.5 The col--

lapse of the ethnic

Americ

eligious barrier has helped to assimilat immigrants into

n core culture . Yet in Malaysia, the Is! mic religion has been a vital

celin .consolidating ethnicity, and thus language maintenance, Whe-e the-Mal y

longu is aonside ed an essenti I pa t of the ethnicity. The religion gathered

its momentum when ii- was made the state religion of West Malaysia. The fact that

a l Malays a a Muslims and that they all 5peak a common language mak s them

rare of their d stination as an ethnic lingtiistic group different from non-M lays.

5 Fishman et aL, nu e Loyalty in the United States, pp.92-126.
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The forces of religion and custom are 'related parts of a wio e to ether ensuring

the proper functioning of society and preventing its disintegration'. 6
6

Islam has provided a spiritual refuge and inspiration against the West and

seerningiy allen dominance. In Silcock's words the Malays gradually r cognized

'dangers thre tening to conve t their race into an aboriginal stock' and their

culture into a "museum p ece" '. 7
What happened in the past in terms of language

question can be looked upon a seri s of events revolving around two sources,

social and cultural . The appearance of the Pan-Malayan Islamic Party (PMIP),

for instance, is not without historical significance and background. The party's

ideology is in realizing an Islamic Malay couniry --- a Malay speaking society

and an Islamic govern ent Such ideology is a reflecti n of dissatisfaction against

soci I and cultural dominance by others Therefore, language loyalty and nation-

alistic aspirations have a parallel goal . A similar case is seen in Turkey, an

Islamic country. Ziya Gokalp basing his interpretation on the Koran, explains

that Islam advocates at stablishi single homogenous natIon with people spe k-

ing the same language as a necessary condition to political independence .8 There

is no place for an existence of two languages side 13) side.

6

Un versi
Willaim Roff, Origins of Mal yN in lism (New Haven: Yale
Press, 1967) p. 69.

7 T. H Sil ock and Ungku A. Aziz, p 286.
8

Uriel Heyd; Foundation of Turkish Nationalism Luz c & Co and the
Harvill Press, 1950), pp. 99-101 and 115-21.
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L nguage is an important factor in modern nafionalism because a national

language is believed to be a symbol of national identity . Time and many favourable

conditions are needed to br ng about this stage of identity. Frequently, in its coun-

ITy of origin a language is an index of ethnic identification as shown below:

Ethnic group Language

Dutch Dutch

English H Eng ish

French French

German German

Japanese H Japanese

Norwegian NorWeg ia n

Portuguee H Portuguese

Russian H Russian

Sp nish Spanish

Th i " Thai

The Malay langua e is an expression f Mal y nationalism whi h beg n as 'a de-

fen ve.,react on' nst the virtual extinction of Malay culture and it began where

that culture had been most suppressed by ,alien gorups) 9 That is to say, 'language

loyalty breeds in centact situation 10 the contact of Malay with English,

Silcock and Aziz, p. 285. Cf. Weinreich, p. 100. 'Even if not re-
ricted to immediate situations of contact, loyalty senitments probably bear some

proportion to an actual or irnacj med threat to the language'.

10 We ireich p 100.



Chinese nd Tarnil. The first Malay vernacular newspaper in Singapore, Jawi

Peranakan, began publication in 1876 with one of its main objectives being

9'

Ire

uniformity to the various dia!ecIs of Malay'.11 In the words of Weinreich,

nguage loyalty ordinarily concentrates on stand rdization of the language .12

During Pan-Islamic influence possession of the Malay language was

ted side by side with religion as a means of unity for the M I ys. In 1934 a

ruly Pan Malayan cultural organization, Persaudaraan Sahabat Pena (Brother-

hood of Pen Friend), was founded to cultivate interest in the Malay language to

increase its-literature, and to safeguard Malay from extinction. To the Malay,

his langu ge was so important bec Jse it was his means oF communication to m I e

his educational and economic grIevances k own. The secre.tary of the Dew n

Bahasa Dan Pustaka, Wan A. Harnid, said that to most Malays the language meant

survival as an ethnic group 13
,.

The paralletisms between Malay national _m and Indonesian natIonalism

in terms of I nguage can be seen in the following quotations:

In Bahas- Ind

Berbangsa satu, ban sa Indonesia
(We are one nation, the Indonesian nar n

13 Wan. A. Hamid, "Reliaion and Culture of Modern Malay" in Wang
Gu -Wu,. editor, Malaysia: A Survey, p. 180.



Berbahasa satu-, Bahasa Indonesla
(We have one LInguage, the Indonesian langua e

In Malay:

Hidup-lah bahasa, hidup- lah bangsa .

(Long live the language, long live the nation

Bahasa jiwa bcingsa
(Language is the soul of -the nation

14

Satu bangsa, satu bahasa
(One language for one nation)

Bahasa Indonesia was a by-product of Indonesian nationalism15 as Malay was the

product of Malay nationalism. Expres5ed in similar ierms the maturity of Bahasa

Indonesia as the fingua franca came before her independence. The Jap nese

occupation of the country helped to unite the Indonesians with BahosO Indonesia,

which was then undergoing the vigorous development that consolidated its su-.

premacy over Dut h The impetus received under the occupation enabled the

language to move towards its role as the natio al language of Indonesia .16 No

such fay urable cilimat for- lingui

IMalaysia.before independence .

hornogeneity:h

This difference in ph

d.eve prevailed in

sing alone, as Spencer17

14 Amisah Bekti, 1L_c2i2acrison of English and Indrinesian Phonemes.
Unpublished thesis University of Texas at Austin, '1958, F.:. 4.

15 S. Takdir Alisjahbana, "The Indonesian Language -Product
of Nat onalism" in Pacific Affairs, XII, 19,49, pp. 388-92.

16 S. Takdir Alisjahbana, Indonesian Language and Literature: Two
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1962 pp. -4.Ess

17 encer, "Langu ge and Independence, it.



relates in his experience in India, Pakiitan, and Nigeria accounts for a tremend-

ous differen e in the linguistic situation of the Iwo countries.

Another difference between the development of the two languages is that

the unification of the Indonesians uncle! Bahasa Indonesia was against a foreign

master who ultimo ely left the country, while the unifi ation of the Malays was

against national groups who eventually made their perm nent settle ent in the

country The overt opposition of the Malays to the Mai yan Union scheme is the

best illustration of this point. The proposal suggested multilingualism along with

other ngements which th British thought would create an equal society. An

immediate impact of Mose COn5titUHOflal refor s resulted in the formation of a

Wiley party, the United Malay National Organization (UMNO). Within the
follow ng ye r 19119, two other major p rties on ethnic linguistic

e forth-6d, -the Mala an-Chi-liege Association (MCA) and the M
.

Congres MIC). E ch of these parties caters to the interests of ts respe five lin-

uistic group. A very unhe lthy phenomenon in newly developing tions is that
language problems are man ipu lated by politicians-. The presence Of these major

porties explains why, under this circumstance, a clearly stated language policy

1_1 an...unwis -moveln-Jhe polittcal arena. Moreover, a vaguely defined policy

moves to and fro like a pendulum v.hin pressure from these groups prevails, 18

iffespective of psychologiCal obstacles and pedagogic l considerations.

VeV

18-
See _Margaret Roff, "The. Politics of Language in Malaya" i Asian-7:5-(Ma1-967), pp 316-28.-_
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Ideally speaking, the Malay language rrkist achieve thE status Guarani

hos ach eyed in Paraguay.19 The Malay language fails in its unifyirig function

on a national level, but succeeds on a group level. Other language groups also

consolidate themselves on an ethnic linguist c b sis. Therefore Malay as a na-

tional language must tianscend the ethnic level with its ultimate goal towards

soeial and cultural uniformation.2° If this happens Malaysia will be a-n endoglossic

genuine nation state. Unpractkcil as R sounds to other linguist c groups, the so

lution has had favourable response from Tren ganu and Kelantan where over 90%

of the population-is Malay.

2.2. Multilingual State Proposal

In contrast to he view af a monolingual Malay state is the view that a

satisfactory language solution

which advo

s expressed by the Pe ple ProgessiVe Party (PPP)

es complete eou lity of all ethnic groups with the recognition of

19 Jose Pedro Rona, "The Social.and Cultural Status of Guarani in Paraguay
'in Bright, editor, Sociolinguistics, p. 286. 'All Paraguayans realize that the
Guarani language is the most genuine manifestation of their being an independent
nation... They do not consider anyone as Paraguayan who fails to master the ton-
gue. There is an attitude af complete identification between the language and
nation itself... Thus, without having reached the stage of a standard language in
other aspects, Guarani fulfils the th-ree symbolic functions of a standard language
as enumerated by Garvin and Mathiot (see P. L. Garvin and M. Marhiot, "the
Urbanization of the Guarani Language: A Problem in Language and Culture" in
Fishman, editor, Readings in the Sociology of Language, pp. 365-74): the uni-
fying function, the separatist function, and the prestige function.'

20 Joyce 0. Hertzler, "Social Uniformation and Lan ua e" in UAL, 4,
2 (October 1967), pp 170-84.
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Eeglish, Chinese, and Tamil as-offi ial languages and Malay as the national I -

guage. The difference in the belief in social reforms after independence k re-

flected in the approach to the basic cultural co cern with language problems. To

the PMIP the problems are those of language maintenance, reinforcement, and

enrkhment of the national language, while questions affecting other languages

are treated as. if they did not exist. In accepting Mal y as the national language,

the PPP has also been concerned about the status of other languages in the courk-

try. The discrepancy in their approach to I nguage problems is, in fact, the dis.

crepancy in the phases of idealogical development.21 The fear of-making Malay

the sole official langu ge is simil r to the fear experienced by the non-Hindi

speokers in 1-adia.22

In a diverse linguistic co munity. like Malaysia, language conflicts --re

not an unusual ph nomenon since it is only in an ideal language'situation that no

longuage conflicts are iikely.to oecur .23 Ho ever there are a few things which

intensify language conflicts making Malaysia a worse ease-than India. Yet con-

flict in Malaysia is of a different nature.

digenous and non-indigenous I nguag

Primarily it is the conflict between in-

for equal legal status. The conflict is

nhially derived from the belief and attitude of the superiority of one linguistic

21 J. A . Fishman, "National ity-Nationalism and Nation -Nationism in
f;thrnan, Ferguson, and Das Gupta, editors, -Lc_Hucuage Problems of Developin
r\.:'3_tions, pp. 41-44.

22 Gerald Kelly, "T e S atus of Hindi as a Lingua Fr nca" in Bright, editor,
_jscli,12ajj p. 301.

23/C. A. Ferguson, "Backv,round to Lori ua Pr blems in dice, editor,
tile Role of Second Languages,- 4.
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group over the other. Such irra ionality can be easily transferred from the speak-

ers of the language to the language itself as being 'civilized' or 'primitive'.

Ferguson called them myths'.24 Culturally and historically speaking, the I nguages

of the Indians and the Chinese are the heritage of old civilizations. Promoters of

their languages as possible official langu ges I. ve often empha ized this point.

These myths have hampered the unanimous choice of Malay as the n tional language.

Moreover, these myths have strong implications in and out of classroom sit-

uations. These social-psychological factors are a great obstacles in the motivatIon

towards language acquisItion and social integration.25 Ideally speaking, therefore,

teachers of Malay as a second langu ge must combine pedagogy and methodology

with cultural sensitivity orientation to make language teaching and learning a suc-

cess. 26
.

The language conflIct in terms of social structure is between the politically

and economic I ly dominant groups, and the rural and urban populations . The con-

gruence of I nguistic dive ty and social structure has been age t impedi ent to

.social- cultural uniformation through the national language. ThIs fact ha a direct

bearing on the desirable language solution see (c) on page 30). One cbserv tion

is true th t the immigr nts in South East Asia piedomitiantly the Indians and Chinese

int
24 C. A. Fer uson, "Myths about Arabic" in J. A. Fishman, editor, Re din s

e Sociology of Language (The Hague: Mouton and Co., 1968), p. 375.

25 Wallace E. Lambert, "A Social Psychology of Bilingu
01 Social Issues, 23:2 (April 1967), p. 102.

iI
__ II _n j _SM ournal

26 John G. Bordie, "Cultural- Sensiti, Training for the Teacher of Spanish-
SPe king Children" in TESOL Quarterly, 4 :4 (D cember 1970), 37-42.
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more concerned with the economic race than with local politics. Therefore,

two distinct cla ses have been created, relatively speaking ith the indigenous
fi

pcpulati n having political dominance and the immigrants having economic dom-

;nonce. A language conflict arises when the Indians and Chinese have to learn

Way so their social mobility and economic success will not be jeopardized. The

everse is also true . Linguistic homogeneity is a more likely result if the Malays

s both economic and poliHcal dominance . Since this situation will continue,

- present prospects for a rational and reasonable approach to a language solution

look bleak.

The change in the direction and pressure of learning is further complica ed

by the pres nce of English, which has assumea the role of a working language in

administration and education. The language has assured many people of their

economic success providing for intern tional and vertical communication, and

allowed progress in private and public institutions. The p esence of English is a

nreat barrier to the change to a new language. As the October incident at the

University of Malaya shows, the resistance to change is obvious both on the pa t

f Mal y speakers and spe kers of other languages 27 For the former the change

is from Malay to English; for the latter the change is vice versa. To replace English

he pre ent moment is iming at something impossible nd disastrous.

27 Mahasiswa Negara, October-Jul 970- The University of Malaya Students
n and the Persatuan Bahasa Melayu Universiti Malaya had a showdown regard-

; -9 the implementation of the national language in the university. The university
-'-'.drninistration remained silent as university education and the implementation of the
otional language need fuether planning. The incident was started by some Malay

Itudents who were unable to cope -eith lectures delivered in English.
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The adoption of Malay as the sole official language is seen as an insult to

iocial pride and socio-economic ;ndepondice by other major linguistic groups.

What has happened in Malaysia is well su mat ized in the following:

Language conflicts exist as to t le relative position of several local languagesin education and government. These conflicts have serious political impli-
cations and hamper the successful adoption of a single local language as a
national language .28

2 4 Endoglossic Section-Based Nation
A Prac :cal Soluti n

in the light of the preceding discussions the author considers an endoglossic

section-bas d nation state (see (c) on page 30) io be a practic l desirable, and

long term soluti n. Malay is the national language, but other langu ges which are

indispensable in the proper functioning of the society will continue to surv ve and
flourish. This solunis simil r to (a) except the position of English and Malay is
reversed.

One source of language conflict is the presence of several major I nguages

riving for legal recognition. In ord r to eliminate such conflict Malay has to be
recognized as the sole official language . The linguistic states of Ind' , which
started with linguistic self-determ na

clo smell exa

n for speokers of Telugu, provide us with a
A

pie of the dangers of giving legal status to rivallanguages. There-

, the constitution of Malaysia is making a corr ct move when article 152 states

'the Malay l nguage shall be the national Ian inge'.

28
Second Language Learning as a Factor in National Development in Asia,Africa and Latin America, Summary Statements and Recommendations of an lnter-ti0 eeting of Specialists held in London, December 1960 (Washington, D.C.:Centre for Applied Linguistics 1961), p . 4.
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However, the recognition of English cis an offi ial language to be used

rrently with Malay has given legitimate reason for speakers of other languages

frt ,r,c,4:e a similar legal claim for their languages. The question has often been

d: If English should be recognized as an official language, why should Tamil

Chinese, both of which have a substantial number of native speakers, not be

mcognized? Secondly, the legal arrangement given to the English language has

the national language in a disadvantaged position for the simple reason that.

EVish provides socio-economic motivation for learning . The strong motivation-

fcl learning so e English, even imperfectly, will allow no room for the expansion

or Malay. English may still be allowed to function as it did in the past because

Malay has not been well developed to replace English. However, the denial of

English as an official language will provide a gradual and smooth change-over to

Malay without further dispute in the futur . As long as English is given legal status,

there will be pressure from conflicting groups; one wanting to remove it as soon as

Passible; the other Wanting tc retain it as long as posible.

The recognition of Malay as the national language is compatible with the

.nd ginous language a nati nal.symbol. The

Ivry the emotional attach en?, pride, and loyalty the Malay speakers

i..eve to their I nguage. For other linguistic groups to foster a tie and identity with

national langu ge takes time because each group has its loyalty arid pride for

mother tongue. When the n tional language is taken as a national symbol, time

.s important in d veloping the sense of identity.
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As examined in 2.2.3 above non-Malay speakers have been dissatisfied

with the position of their languages in the national framework. Apart from the emo-

iional ties, their languages are indispensable in their social activities and inter-

act ns. Therefore, the existence of their languages for utilitarian purposes must

be recognized. The Constitution. F Malaysia, article 152, clause (a) and (b)

pt ovided that

No person shall be prohibited or prevented from using (otherwise than for
official purposes), or from teaching or learning, any other languages; andnothing in this clause shall prejud'ce the right of the Federal Government
to preserve and sustain the use and study of the language of any communityin the Federation.

This section of the constitution provides insight into the basic needs of other

linguistic gropps, and the recognition of the fundam'ental structure of the curr nt

cellular society. The Tengku said "In the language issu , we must not be fanatic

or narrow minded "27 While Malciyis recognized as the national language, there
is still room far other languag . Riissian language policy provides an interesting

example. In promoting or encouraging the growth of several languages it is in

fact, controlling and directing linguistic and social changes. In Fishm n's words

'planned language change and planned social change are highly inter-related ac-
tivities.' 30

However imper tive in creating a national identity from the nati rcl I n

e, the ba lc st ucture of the society must be recognized The necessity to

29.
A-auo.e frOm-M -hasis' Negara, October 1970 p.

30 J. A. Fishman, Sociolinguistics: A Brief Incroduction Massach s ts:Newbury House Publishers, 1970 p., 108.
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learn the national language is not as great as the need to learn English in America.

It is quite impossible to make Mal ysia a unilinguaf country. Nonetheless it is

essential that diffe ent language communities have a c mmun link language for

communic tion across linguistic boundaries. The only two languages that are ppro-

priate are English and Malay. The former, he link language in the past is already

entrenched as the de facto official language in administration, higher education,

jional and international communicati n, science and technology. The English

language is, therefore, a link language between the past and :he piesent. In ac-

cordance with the symbolic function of the national language every cltIzen is re-

q 'red to know and use the national language. Given suffi ient time the national

language may come into more popular use and function as a lingua franca for all

Malaysians alike. Only when the national language functions as the only means

internal communication is the time to replace English as a link language in its

mature stage . The national language is, therefore, a link Ian uage between the

present and the future.

2.3 Conclusion

n

While the constitution has provided a compromise between extreme prop_ als,

n y controversies ill arise from the a tual practice of implementation, particularly

ducation. The I nguage policy is more a political decision than social and edu-
cational needs. Therefore is under very much pressure from communal pa ties

h have only added oil to the already burning langu ge issues.
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Many authors are aware of the delica e e.thnic group relationship in

Metaysia. Viewed from this perspective the choice of Malay as the nation I

longuage has some political, social, and cultural i plic ti ns. Any decision

rrxide has been viewer-las an answer to such questions: Wh t ldnd of society

should Malaysia Ipe? And what is Malaysian culture?

The author is convinced that solution (c) is practical and desirable.

The country will be a monolingual state but the individual will be b - or mul-

1 lingu I. The need for individual mulHlingualisrn is a necessity in terms of the

c llular so iety When the developmental status of the national kmguage as a

link language is considered, English is to keep functioning as a link language.

Only with sufficient time will the national anguclge be ome the only link Ian-

VC!

There isno denialof other linguistic groups cultivating an identity with the

nation I language. In the meantime serious problems fa e the national language:

the development of the language, especially its vocabulary, to keep pace with the

knowledge f ntiers; the promotion of Standard Peninsula Malay over Bazaar Malay

in a diglossia 1 situation; the standardization of the spelling system or the pend-

ing problems of 'MALINDO' spelling ystem; the choice and p opagation of a script.

All these problems c II ior language planning and standardization.

31 Charles A. Ferguson, "Diglossia" in Dell Hymes, editor, Langua es in
C Iture and Society (New York: Harper & Row, 1964), pp. 429-39.



CHAPTER III

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF LANGUAGE POLICY

THROUGH EDUCATION SYSTEM

3.1 Language and Educ tion

The Tengku is quoted as saying

The question of language and education are two different matters. We can-
not combine the two because recognition of Bahasa Malaysia as the national
language is a political question, while the acquisition of education is an
academic question.1

When we come to the implementation o

system, the two become highly inter e

nguage policy through the educational

ed. Richard Noss who studied fat guage

policy in South East As an Universities pointed out,

National language policy has a direct bearin-j on university matters, whether
the national language or a !,Inguage of wider communicbt ion is used as the
medium of instruction.2

It is understood that l nguages in univer ities can be media of instructi n, acade ic

subjects, and research to Is. In the lower levels of educat on the questi n of lit-

eracy is involved. Should the people be te in the! r mother tongue or a fo

Cgn language-or both? A.UNESCO report

Vo

ave an

hasiSWQ Negara (Oc ober 1 970), p. 6

wer.

2
Richard Noss, Higher Education and Development in South East Asia

Part 2, (UNESCO & (AU, 1967 p. 25 .

48
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Even though they must ultimately learn to think and speak in the second Ian-
. guage, this goal is, we believe, psychologically the pedagogically as rule
best achieved by two short jumps (that is, from illiteracy to literacy in the
mother tongue, and from literacy in the mother tongue to literacy in a second
language) than by one long jump (that is, from illteracy in the mother tongue
to literacy in a second language

The Education in Malaysia will be in a flux until answers to three questions

ore provided. First, since it must cultivcto a common Malaysian outlook for the

vorious ethnic linguistic groups is a common outlook to be cultivated through a

common curriculum and content or through the n tional language or the mother to

gue of the students? Secondly, what relative emphasis should be given to different

languages in the develoPment of a common curriculum while attempting to make

Mnlay the national language of the country, and at the s me time preserving and

sustaining the cultures and languages of other linguistic groups? That is, the_ inter-

pretati n of.the appropriate section in the constitution depends op actual imple-

mentation through education. Finally, full education in the notional language is

not yet availabLe and possible. Therefore will the change from a world language

to the national langu ge as the medium of instruction affect the education stan-

dard' ndi-slow down.the.pace --of aderniz Hon? These inter--loaked quest _ns are, .

Primarily, centered around the media of instruction.'

of-Schools Accordin-

pes or stre s of schools based on four differnet media o

-,truction, Malay, Tamil Chine e, and English. Each stream has its own
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ond educational aims; ea h differs in its education I standards and levels oF edu -

cation available.

3 2 1 The Mal y 5 hools

The origin of the Malay education was the Koranic scho I, which was totally

religious in nature and content. The religious teacher would teach the religion he

had acquired. He tried to impart the correct pronunci tion intonation, and phra-

wology of Arabic. Religious te ching was very traditional and conservative in the

s-ense that it did not encourage the intellect to criticize the social and religi u

nclations of the soc ety. Und r the patern I care of the Br tish, the secular

nrrient Malay schools we e not ccess in the b ginning. Free education for

th0 Malays was met with hostility and distrust nd , t best, with indifference.

The Malays were distrustful .of the new secular education which many thought

I t seduce the Malays froth Is! m the alien faith associated with the B
."

eover, the preference of the Ma lays for their ru

fish.

I life resisted any radical

nge The resistance w s so strong that they w uld send their children for free

n only when threatened with punishment .

British education for the Mcilays did not a m at o er-education which m

n educated class of malcontents who might ch !lenge British authority The

?cictical' edu ation did not destroy the traditional rural life. The curricula,

ch ncluded the three R , horticulture gardening, and bask t-making, would

he Malays a better ri e fa mer, fisherman than their fathers had been. The

ng materials w re from a stoty book Hikaya_Eibdullah Adventures
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Wunshi Abdul la Sejarah M I yu (The Malay Annuals ), and the Malay newspaper,

(poen Melayu. The teach r , who were poorly paid, were recruited from the se-

n;er students of The same school . They read few books other than those used in

their work and de otion I purpose. The standard reached var ed from one state

te another. Nevertheless,, the highest level of education did not go beyond the

end of primary schools. Se ondary education was c ntinued in English schools

Only a selected few could attend two years of 'special Malay class' which would

ip them with competency in English. Once they crossed this language barrier,

they were likely to become administrative clerks.

3.2.2 The Tamil Schools

The Tamil schools, mostly on rubber estates, were not financ d by the

ernment Under the International Labour Ordinance, the Indians' educ tion

was provided by the owners of the estates in which they worked. The education

d not go beyond the primary level. Those who lived near the fr nges of the

.efris were able to benefit from the English education. They were will ng to re-

iye an English education for socia-economic reas ns.

.The Chinese Schools

Unlike the Indians the Chinese e more independent.

tt high prestige. A contemporary Malaysian educationist wr

Educ_ tien was

The Chinese with their high regard for learning set up their own schools as a
necessary concomitant of settlement in a new country. VI-lir enterprise in
education might well have been the expression of a cy ltural ly induced ac-
ceptance of Confucian social-prestige wting scholar, farmer, labourer,
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end merchant in that order The order of prestige may, in todays material-istic society, have undergone a change but the premiurn on scholarship re-mains .4

Chinese ph ilantropist provided the funds for these schools. The teachers

recruited from China and the content of the curriculum was oriented to
In 1920, the Registration of School Ordinance brought these schools un-

'4ct government supervision and inspection. In 1935, grants in aid were intro-
evced on the condition that the schools had to conform to the requirement of the
Education Department.

Though under financial di f culty, these schools managed to survive and
derelup. Secondary education was available but higher education within the
covntry h- been possible only since 1956 with the est blishment of No yang
tisaiversity in Singapore. Since the 1920s Kuo Ytl, has replaced other variants of
Southern Ch nese to become the rnediuni of instru-tion.

3.2.4 The English Schools

The English schools were the only type of schools that cut a 055 ethnic
and linguistic barrers. Operated and supervised by the government and mission-

these sch ols were better finan ed and staffed As they w re located in
L./limn areas, the majority of students Chinese and Indians. The E glish

4. R. H. K . Wong, :'Education and Problems of Nationhood" in WangGung-Wu, editer, Mlaysici A Survey (London & Dunmow: Pall Mall Press,I965) pp 199-200.
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education was complete wfth the higher education pravided by Raffles -Col Iege

5ond King Edward VII College, both in Singapor- .

3.3 Validation of Educational Ob'ectives

Under the British, different streams developed in dif erent directions.

They differed in educational standards, .,..urricula, and administrati n. The pec

File had h d no social interractions as a result of religious, linguistic cultural,

occupational, and demographic boundaries. The English educ tion seemed to

promise a good prospe . for a non-communal development which would provide
fi

a foundation for the unification of a mu!flinguai society. However, these schools'

were replicas of schools in England. A common outlook m ght be cultivated, but

net 'Malaysian' in nature.

Culturally speaking, the students in these schools were deprived of their

traditions. With education through a foreign tongue, the Maori in New Ze I nd

is in the sa e plight.6 A German scholar on Chinese studies deplored what had

i'icippened in Malaysia .

Their English education remained superficial, only outstanding students being
able to penetrate the roots of western culture and to acquire a western hum-
anistic education to replace the lost one... Many are satisfied with their su-
perficial English education which offers them good chances and a good income
and they enjoy the comfort of life ... with no fixed cultural and moial standards .7

The two co 1 ges merged to form the Univers:ty of Mal ya in Singapore in 1949.'

6 UNESCO, (1953), p. 39. Quot d from UNESCO., Co pulsor Ecisation in
ealand (Paris 1952), pp. 64-6

7 Franke Wolfgang, "Chinese into Malaysians"
10 (March 12, 1965), p. 461 .

r east Economic Review,
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ple see education not as a means of developing an integrated personality,

ci weapon in the socio-econornie race.

Such an education had profound so ial impact. One result, for inst nce,

the separation of language groups. The group which did not receive its

4-4Jcotion
through English was socially and economically deprived. Those whose

0.3..,1cot1on was
through English fostered a pronounced distaste for other languages,

n their own tongu .and other linguistic communities. The result can be at-

17i,uted to Iwo co-related facto over-emphasis on i-he English language on the

one hand, and neglect of other languages in the 5ociety on the other. After fin-

g his school years, a student became a monolingual either in his mother ton-

gue or a for ign language. Little effort was made to cultivate the cultural sensi-

tivity which is so important in a multilingual society in order to appreciate the

cultures of other linguistic groups. Walls of ethnocentricism erected on all sides

of the linguistic communities must be torn down.

Educat on under the British met neither individual nor gr up needs. Th se

Necame apparent after the Japanese occup tion which changed the social and

iplitical life in Mal ya. On the one hand the Malays witnessed how the secular

English education had made other ethn c gioups materially succe sful in life. Their

.pathetic suspicious, and indifferent attitudes were gone- they re lized that their

educati n froM the. Malay schools was.n t practical. Therefo e, they dem nded

8 Lillie O. Rogers, Bilin u I sm in Stn.a.ore : Pci.Reports and Present

1. E (Unpublished M.A. thesi The University oF Texas at Austin, 1969, pp. -4.
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more educational facilitins and imp ovement in Malay edu ation so that they might

be able to march abreast with the immisrants.

3,4 ln Search of New Answers to Old Problems:
Abortive Attempts and Con roversies

ln response t chanees in Malaya, the British proposed

some constitutional reforms in the Malayan Union scheme. The proposal included

six years of free primary education for all children, who would be taught through

one of these languages, Malay, Tamil, Chinese, English, with English as a sub-

ject when it was not a medium of instruction. Secondary education would- con-

tinue to be conducted in their m ther tongue with English as a subject and vice

versa. The proposal would turn out bilinguals in one's mother t ngue and the for-

eign language, English would rve cis a link language for different linguistic

groups. With the abandonment of the Mal yan Union scheme, these proposals

were shelved.

However, the first two questions posed in the beginning of this chapter,

dealing with cult v Hon of.a common Malayan outlook and the rel tive emphasis

of languages in the curriculum, continued to be the main cone rn in education.

In 1949,.a Central Advisory Committee on Education was s t up to nullify corn-

rnunal divisions and to integrate aH ethnic linguist roups into a Malayan corn-

ve Owingmunity. The committee made a report similar to the one discussed ab

to he many objections raised the proposal was.shelved.

The committee, however, agreed that the most urgent need was to improve

Mal y education Accordingly, in 1950, a c m ittee composed of Malays and



f,fDpeans was appointed under the ch irmanship-of L. J. Barnes to inquire into

adequacy or otherwise of the education faciliti
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9able forMalays

u- ble to propose any improvements in the Malay schools wiihout affecting the
a

tire educati nal system, the committee went beyond its teirn of reference to

rupose a system of bi-lingua( national primary schools. Only Malay. and English

*scald be used for instruction. That is, there would be two streams of schools, one

with Malay as the medium of instruction and En h as a subject, and the other.

Tice vers . Aiming at the cultivation of a common outlook, the proposal would

effect the exist ng media of instruction.

We believe that primary schooling should be purposely used to build up a
common Malayan nationality, and we urge that it should be recognized on
a new inter-racial basis ... our proposed inter-racial school we call the
National school. Its main features are that (a) it would provide a six-
year course for pupils between the ages six plus and twelve plus; (b) it
would not charge fees; (c) it would pi oduce pupils who are bilinguals
(that is, effectively literate in Malay and English) by the end of the course,
and the best of whom would then be fitted to proceed direct to an English-
medium post-primary school In principle, we recommend the end of
separate venacular schools and their replacement by a single type of pri-
mary school common to all . We recognize, of course, that since this end
can come only gradually, vernacular schools will continue for some years
concurrently with the development of the National school .10

The existenc f the Chinese and Tamil media schools was looked upon as a hdi-

cop to the development of a n nationality. As the UNESCO report pointed

9 ,Tne quotes from this section are taken fr m two secondary sources: V.
rurcell, Mala c_ya_cammunist or Free London: Vistor Goltancz, 1954), chapter
XIII; B. Simancl juntak, Mala an Federalism 1945-1963 (London: Oxford
University .Press, 1969), chapter VIII.

10 Purcell (1954), p
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leading.

objecti n to using a vernacular tan ua e based on that reason was mis-

It cannot be denied that the business of government is easier in a monolingu I
than in a multilingual nation. However, it does not follow that legislation
or school policy requiring the use of the official language at all times will
give the same results as actual rnonolingualism. On ihe contrary, it is fairly
likely that absolute insistence on the use of the national language by people
of another mother tongue may have a negative effect, leading the local groups
to withdraw from the nationai life. lo any event, it seems clear that the na-
tional interests are best serveci by optimum advancement of education, and
this in turn can be promoted by the usc of the local longuage as a medium of
instruction, at least at the beginning of the school programme .11

The proposal of education through a foreign language drew strong opposi-

Hon from Indians and Chinese who reg_ ded the move as an attempt to eliminate

their languages and cultures. As a r sult of their complaints two experts on

Chinese education, Dr. William P. Fenn and Dr. Wu Teh-Yao were invIted

to make a preliminary survey of the whole field of Chinese education ...
with particular reference to- (i) bridgifig the gap between the present com-
munal basis, with English and Malay as the medium of instruction and other
languages as optional subjects, and (ii) the preparation of textbooks for
present use with a Malayan as distinct from a Chinese background and con-
tent, 12

and to make what evaluations and recomm ndati ns they deemed necessary.

the opinion of the government thete were no problems peculiar to the Ind; n '

education that would wanant a separate inquiry.)

The F nn-Wu mission sought the opinion of all communities. The report

advoc ted multilingualism for the Chine e schools in which both English and
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oy would be tatght as subjects so that the medium of iistruction would remain

,chang0d.

To cultvate a Malayan outlook, the textbooks used should have a content

cted to this end. The conte t of education is more important than the means

oi commun cation in fostering a co n n tionality. The restrictive imposition

d one mother tongue upon the others is harmful to communal underst nding and

rational unity, which depends hot upon 'the singleness of tongue or simplicity of

cu t res', but upon 'the hearts of its citizen' .13

The report re ognized that the Chinese scho Is should occupy a proper

place in the Malayan education system. "They cannot be eliminated until the

Chinese themselves decide that they are not ne ded.'14 Moreove , the language

itself is 'one of the great languages of the world key to one of world's great

cultures'.15 Fishman in Language Loyalty in the United States deplored the fact

that invalu ble cyltural assesrs of American immigr nts have gr du lly been wiped
t and therefore wh t remain , he says, need to be preserved.

There can be no justification for turni. Malaya into a cockpit of aggressive
cultures. The people of Malaya will have to learn to understand and appre-
ciate their cultural difference. They should be proud of their mutual toler-
ance ... A new culture can come only from natpral mingling of diverse cul-
tural elements for generations.16

13 Sim ndjuntak p. 197.
14 purc

15 Ibid., p. 157.

IV, (1954) p. 157.

16 Ibid., Fp. 156-7.
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Mother tongue education V/C15 m ined to assure that the pupils would

not be victim to a her tongue ling istic barrier; the official languages

were ught so that they would be link languages for inter-gr up communication.

More importantly, the teaching and learnin f these languages would include

their cultures and society; and understanding or which is necessary for co-operation

between peoples.

The Barnes and Fenn-Wu reports held a contrary view with regard to Tamil

and Chinese in educ ti n. These reports went to the Central Committee on Education

which ultimately conSidered that

the language of instruction should be the official language of the Federation
and that facilities should also be provided for teaching of Kuo YI.5 (Chinese)
and Tamil to those children who so desire when there are at least fifteen pu-
pils in any standard who wish to take advantage of the facilities .17

The d cision was reached, but the bilingual National school in English and

Malay was abortive because there were no funds available to implement the policy.

3.5 1 ationalization implementation Problems

The problems stated in the beginning of this chapter hove long been in

exis ence and recognized. A few attempts at an educati nal policy with special

reference to langu ges in the curriculum have created many controversies, and

have never been implemented. Basically, difficulties are involv d with rationali-

zation and i plementation, bo h of which must be co p tible with educational

theory, and consistent with the terms and spiri of th section of constitution deal

nd chapter.



3.5.1 The Razak Repor: Educe ion Throu--
One-s Mother Tongue

With the
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pproach of independence, the first e ected government appointed

a committee under Dato Abdul Razak, now the Prime Minister 0f Malaysia,

to examine the present education policy of the Federation of Malay and to
recommend-any .a.lterations-and adaptations that ,are- necessary with a view
to establishing a national system of education acceptable tO the people of
the Federation as a whole which will satisfy their needs and promote their
cOltural, social, -and political development as a nation, having regard to
the intention to make Malay the national language of the country whilst
preserving and sustaining the growth of the language and culture of other
communities living in the coUntry.18

Education acceptable to the people means two things:

It must satisfy the legitimate asphations of each of the major cultuial gioups
who have made their home in Malaya and it must offer the prospect of a
place in a school for every child born in the country.19

. Briefly st ted, every child has a right to education; education is through the

mother tongu The Razuk report gave satisfactory answers to many quest ons.

A cot mon Maloyan outlook is to be

content in the syllabu

-hieved by introducing a common

of all schools. 20 Education has an important r le to play;

-it sh uld be-a unifying:-force- orking towards a national unity.

18-Federation of Malaya Report on ihe Eduegtion Commit ee 1956 (be e
known as the Razak Repor Kuala Lumpur, 1 956 , para. 1 (a

19 lbid parci 186.

201bid., para. 15.
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Once all schools are working to a common content syllabus, irresponsible of
the lunguage medium of instruction, we consider ihe country will have taken
the most imporlant step towards establishing a national system of education
which will satisfy the needs of the people and prOmote their cultural, social,
economic and political development as a nation:21

A for-sighted contribution of the report is this constructive measure to remedy the

di communal development without affect ng the existence and growth of all

ionguages in the country.

The distinction between education and longue e is made clear. The report

tees no reason why different languages u ed as the medium of instruction should not

tinue to be used as long as the content is the same. Ihere was no contradiction

iaking Malay the national I nguage while preserving and sustaining the growth

other languages and cultures. All the schools would be divided into two types,

ndard schools a d standard-type schools. The standard schools would use Malay

he medium of instru tion and English as a compulsory sublect. In the respective

ndard-typeschools'

nst uction .

English, Tam I, and Chinese would be used as the medium

These schools would be c Iled stand

ilrd-type Tamil school and

rd-71-Ype.English schOoli

ndard-type Chinese school An arran errient

r-6de.-to.-"haVeTarni 1-- a d Ch"ineSe-- taught -in the,-.standeird-,type- English -sch ols For

--e standard-type Chinese nd Tamil schools, both M I y and English would be

ght as c mpulsery subiects. Mal y would be taught becai

national l oguage of the country.

.glish should also be taught bec use

e it was to be made

very citizen was encouraged to lea n
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no secondary school pupils -should be at a disadvantage in the matter o
ployment, or of higher education in Malaya or overseas as long as it is

. necessary.22

Inciden ally, the Razak report was si ilar to the Fenn-Wu report. A

v,dent is as ured of mother tongue education as far t is available . He would

r--,rn Malay and English which would be link languages and a window to the out-

Ode world. The proposal would, therefore, be consistent with the author's Pro-

al in the second chapter 43-46).

2 The Talib Report: Change of the Medium
Seconc

The Razak report was not the final word on the medium of instruction.

1960 and Eck:cation& R view Commi tee was appointed

to review ... the Razak report and in particular its implemeniation for the
future; to consider the national and financial implication of this policy in-
cluding jh0e introduction of free primary education; and to make recommen-
dations.

The report acknowledged satisfa tion o er the progr ss made in the evo-

n of a 'national system of educati n' and in preserving and sustaining four

langu ges and cultures of Malaya However, in the opinion of the report,

It would be incompatible with educational policy designed to create na-
tional consciousness and having the intention of making Malay the nation-
al language of the country to extend and to perpetuate a language any

cial difference throughout the publicly-financed education system.

para . 71. 1.

23 Federation of Malay Report of the Education Review C mmi tee 1960
Known as the Talib report5;71Z-Galcr, 1960 para

Ibid. para.
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r , the report recommended a drasti change regardihg the medium c

in the Chinese secondary schools.

We recommend that education at secondary level shall be conducted
mainly in the medium of one of the official languages with the intention
of ultimately using the national language as the mein medium of inst-uc-
tian, except that other languages and literatures may he taught and learnt
in their own media .25

.ft under the headin 'national type seconder) h he report recommended

the establishment of one type of national secondary school open to all races
by competitive selection and with a common syllabus, a flexible curriculum
permitting the study of all tvialayan languages and cultures and room for di-
versity in the media of instruction .26

above recommendation was phiased in vague and general terms. The'report

.-.Cd not give an example of the 'flexible curri ulum and loom for diversity in

.e media of instruction'

Ultimately, two types of secondary schools evolved: national secondary

14-lools and national-type secondary schools . In the Former, the mediu f in-

ction is Malay with English as a co

ment is vice vers The

Puliory subject. In the latter, the

cond ry schools are further divi-

-c-d into the nation I -type Chinese and Engish secondary schools The former

6!ey its students from the Chinese primary schools, the latter from the English

otirn ry schools Officially, Chinese ceased as a medi m of instruction, and it

:

ught only as a subject in rhnior t -typ Chinese secondary s hoofs. A

remove class providedt r a smooth transition from one medium

nese or Tamil) to another

Ibid. para. 19.

26Ibid. para. 4 70
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The existence of iwo streams of schools gave a great boost to the En fish

which bec me a threat to the develop ent of the national secondary

1.41;:co.I s
27 Many Mal y parents continued to seek Engl sh education For their

d:;idren,.so that the number of MalaY children in the English schools increased

le the total enrollment in the Malay schools dropped sligh .ly.23

Mal T mil Erglish Chinese

treorns o F Educati n Since the T lib Rep rt

teritary

secondary.

primary

Directly r lated to the medium of instruction was the question of the lan-

es used in common public examinations. If the Ra ak.rPart s recommendati9n

about the common syllabus was to be interpret

te ed in their respective langu ge of nstr

d consistently; the pupils woUld be

ction. At th t time there_ e isted the

27 The student population in the English medium is several times the student

Population in the Malay medium. .See MFA,Rysia Year Book, 1965, p. 552; 1966,

P. 351; 1968, pp. 161-2; 1970, pp. 318-9.

28 Berita H ri n u anuary 18 1967.
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jt. n or Middle Three Examination. and Chinese 5econdary Schools Leaving Cer if-

;cafe for the Chinese secondary schools The Lower Cerlificcite of Educ tion

(L.C.E.) and the Cambridge Oversease School Certifi te(O.S.C.) were fo r the

English-secondary schools. This arrangement implies that all.students no ma ter

through what medium they receive their education, have reached a common standard

achievement Since there was a common content and a syllabus covered in all

Schools.

Referring to the common public examinations, the Talib report specified

th t only English and Malay were to be used .29 Accordingly, the public exami-

nations for the Chinese schools were discontinued, 30 one in 1961 and the other in

1963. With the establishment of the M lay medium secondary schools, a Malay

version of L.C.E. and a Malay version of the Federation of M lay Certificate of

Education (F.M. .E which is equivalent to 0.S.C. were created for ihose stu-

dents. The repqrt said,

it has been strongly represented to us from many quarters that public examina-
tions should be conducted in the language medium of the secondary school .
We agree with the principle underlying these representations. It is not reason-
able to teach a child in one language and examine him in another .31

The Talib Report

0 Simi ar.exarnpnat-ions were discon inued inSurawa k in 1969.
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There are very few known cases in which a non-native speaker can reach

0 native-like command of a language concerned. Since both English and Mal

-are compulsory, a student has to jump two hurdles. As required in the amin tion

only a good grade in both language courses and a good' ver-all achievement in

general subjects can assure him a first grade certificate to enter upper-secondary

schools. Not often can a student perform equally well in both quantitative and

ve-bal tests. The weakness in the language concerned can affect performance in

general subjects. When educational opportunities depend solely on these -xami-
.

nations,- the e should be a more satisfactory evaluation instrument. The far-fetched

effects of linguistic barriers may render these examinations invalid and unreliable.

A. Br-Lice Gaarder32 of the- U. S. Office ofEducation revealed how d standard zed

test Can yield very misleading results and interpretation when the subjects do not

have th- required langu ge ability. These conditions allow a waste of human re-

sources which is a loss _to the indiyidua! 'and the Society as a.Whole.

Ndt onlY h -ye lingUistic:_barriers affected.--t!-,e. lower levels of education

.they also re ph .4.11-- 6i-dyers( tYjevel.. Noss-- ebserved: that

efforts to p opagate the national language within the couniry have peculiar
side effects at the higher-education level . Foremost among these effects is the
admission of students whose general background and preparation (aside from fan-

.guage proficiency) may be insufficient, either as a result of having been partly
educated in the 'wrong' medium (speakers of vernaculars) or as a result of hav-
ng been given preferential treatment because of their earlier education in the
'right' medium (speakers of the national language). A common complaint about

32-See Discussion on "Biffinguali_m and ThoU ht ..byJohn MaCnamar
Monog-rPh SerieS:on La_rigbagres':and.LinguiStiOs, '21sf An'nual
(Washington: eargetoWn--.UniverSit 1070)yr. f p.
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latter category of students is that 'they can't express themselves', or even
'1-hy don't know how to think'. Sometimes, these obser.ations are covertly
conceived as cirticism of the 'poverty' of the national language, but almost
invariably it is the poverty of the educational system itself which is to blame .3

Roth non-native speakers and native speakers can be affected. A th-rough

and constant evaluation must be arranged. Under the pres nt system of education

structure, -the-Ministry-of Educ t and-the- universities can shoulder this task,

with results useful to present and future implementation of the language policy.

When linguistic factors are identified and removed we will be a step closer to the

universal ideal-that e ery child should have an eqUal right to be educated to his

full p_ tential. Jn short, the distinction between education ancl language must be

made clear.

3.5.3 An Evaluation of Implementation

The proposals in regard to the medium of instruction are just one aspe t

though the most import nt and controversial, of the implementation of Malay as

the national language. For reinforcement, mea ures of reward and punishment

.were.reCommendech..

.required for admission to Secondary scho Is-

it shay Id be. a compulsory subject in ctOdF.M.r.E. ,

:(11 ) it can . be mode a qu I if i Cation- for .. application of a -sth larsh p fr-pm
pubj

it can be made a requirement for entry into government civil service

v) bonuses can be provided`to reward the government civil servants
the acquisition of the language

ss, o r p. 33-
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grants in aid to schools could be made to depend in part on the suc-
cessful learning of Malay as and when sufficient facilities were
available

it can be a-c m ulsory part of t acher training courses and exami-
nations.34

A few significant achievements have taken place:

(i) the national language is a compulsory subject at all levels primary and
secondary schools

(ii) secondary classes in the medium of the national language was set up
for the first time in 1958

(iii) a pass in the national language in the L.C.E. has become a compul-
sory requirement sinc6 1962; it has been a compulsory requirement -

for the F.M.C.E. since its first administration in 1962.

(iv) Si jil Rendah Pelaj r n (an equivalent of L.C.E.) is in Malay

(v) it has been ac mp ls

(Vi)

ry sub ect in all teacher training courses

the and Higher School Certificate in Malay versions have
been administered.

National University has been esfabli5héd (1970) with Malay as the
medium of instruction.

However, the phase of implementation alone does not indicate s cce s in the

krnguage pol icy. Effective 1 ar ing and the constant use of the nati nal langu

on the pa t of the n n-n tive speakers for interaction must be considered.

Razak Rep rt cit., par 22-3.
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A Projection

n5In 1969,-- the Minister of Education made many decisions about the me-

diem of instruction and language: used in the public examinatrons. Some of these

are being implemented. Since 1970, the medium of instruction in the English

primary schools has been replaced by the national language, beg inning at the

Standard 1 level, and adding a grade each year. Ultimately, these schools will

automatically become Malay schools. By 1978, these students will have.to use

Malay as the only language allowed in the L.C.E. By 1980, the F.M.C.E. in

the Mal y language will replace the 0.5.C. (last year, O.S.C. was discon-

tinued; that is "students can c ntinue to use English in the examination until 1980,

but a p ssing grade in English is not compulsory). Since 1970, Mal y has become

the medium of instruction for history, geog aphy, art and crafts, and music sub-

jec s in the fourth gr de of the English scho Is (Malay is to be the medium oF in-

struction for these

When the ex

biects in 1972 in re lower secondary s ho ls).

ns are to be held only in the nati n I language, the

ry6tiort i. type Chi.nese.s tondary schools wii i have to change their. ecliurn of in-

..strvetion .1 That..means .there Will. be -only.o p str rat-- of secondary schools

5 The.National Lcugu in Higher Educdton

Acc rding to the abo e projeclions, the na tonal langu ge will replace

En lish as the medium of instructi n in the higher institutes of learning in 1983.

5: ion'.`isi,.gathered.from-.Sin Chcw Jit PON; OciiiatO. Lurrip.u-
Odttibr..-1-$';'. 7,lays a

76
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Tengku speaking at the first convocation of the University of Malaya ever held

natienal language. (1964) sa d, 'This (the language Policy) should not inter-

with the education of the uni ersity or the language used to provide such edu-

n.,36

However, the relative position of Malay and English in higher education

connot be pr dicted as stable. The Talib report recommended that the University

of-Malaya be a bilingual university.37 The word bilingual has yet to be defined.

for instance, bilingual schools in the United States, Canada the United Kingdom,

and Singapore are different from one anoiher. According to a very recent article,

in the faculty of Arts attended by most of the Malay students, 89 out of 339 courses

are taught in Malay (these include courses in the Departments of Malay Studies and

Islamic Studies).

Whether Mal n replace English as the medium of instruction depends on

future dev Icprnerits. Linguistically all languages ore capable of becoming the

media of instruction. This possibility hin
f

guage. A .very clo ely elated I

on the development of the Mal y Ian-

nguage to Malay, Bcihasa Indonesia has not been

able to function as adequately as t

.:hint of h w-langit will .-tak-

e internati nal languages. This.will give us a

Malay to become tool of infor ation' to use

Klass'39 e press-on cis opposed to a tool

Noss, sp_i_,ELt. 136.

The Talib Report, op.

Mabasiswa Negara, November

39 Kloss, 1968, p. 77.

:1

23

ina ion'
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Much a!so dePends on the supply of local university teachers who will be

codipetent and Willing to deliver lectures in the national language. According to

\loss, 'few of the non-Malay speaking staff are seriously considering the idea of

becoming proficient enough in the n tional language to deliver leetures in it 40

The faculty staff in the university are predominantly non-Malay speakers. A

change in the medium might force them to leave their positions which will then

be difficu It to fill.

Finally, there must be textbooks, library, and journals in the national

language for classroom use; research, publication and general reading. The ma

terials in the nation I language are describ=.d as

non-n tive speaker

arc& and 'inadequate for the

.41 Referring to this problem Noss said,

Nor is the problem of translating text materials simply a matter of 'developing'
the national language increasing its vocabulary). it is possible, of course,
that by a dint of expenditure of great financial and human resources, a crash
programme could produce a sufficient amount of basic textbooks to supply even
a university, so that students would follow courses entirely in the national
language. But a casual tour of any existing university library will show that
the vast majority of the volumes are not basic textbooks at all. In the natural
sciences, the journals are possibly even more important than the basic text-
books (however recently they may be published). Research in the humanities,
likewise, requires a constant referral not only to journals, but to books which
may never even be reprinted in the original language, to say nothing of being
translated into another.42
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If these tools are not available, Silcock43 points out, a student will have

tO take notes in the national language and do his reference reading in English.

Even then, a reading comprehension-of books for University standards needs a high

proficiencY in English. He mist have the command of the tool to do rese

is essentially one of the roles of a university.

Only when the above conditions are met will a change in the medium of

instruction in the secondary schools not pose a dilemma, for the students. That is,

they would be adequately prepared linguistically and academi ally to do their

study, instead of changing from the national language to English or vice versa.

At present, it se ms unlikely that Maki1 will be able to replace English in the

next few de ades. More ver, w th all he quantitative demand for more colleges

and universities,114 finances will be a great problem in the maintenance of a na-
.

tional language Pbrary. If so can the students who learn English as an academic

subject in the lower levels of education meet the I n

in the university for cessful academ c pursuit

guage profici ncy required

In the opini n of Noss

no matter how many hours of world-language study drescheduled, tney ar-
rive at the university insufficiently prepared to take advantage 'of world-

.

language resources, and it is.now too fate to teach them.45

43 Thomas H. Sil
Duke Universtiy Press,

ock, Southeast Asian University
1964), pp. 137-57.

44 Hayden, op. cif

Nos op cit., p. 38.

160.

Durham, orth Carolina:



The required language proficiency will fall on the teachers of English as a fore

ieriguage in th- primary and secondary levels. Only time will tell whether this

a something that can be achieved.

6 The Official Organ of Language Development

As pointed out in the conclusi n of the second chapter, the national lan-

guage faces the problems of development. In view of th s, the Language and

L terature Ag ncy (Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka) was established in 1957 (reconsti-

tuted as an independent body sin e 1959) to fulfil the following objectives:

i) to develop and enrich the national language

o print and publish or assist in the printing and publication of books,
magazines, pamplets, and other form of literature in the national lan-
guage and in other languages

develop literary tolen particularly in the national language

to standardize spelline and pronunciation
technical terms in the national-language

nd de ise approp

) to prepare and publish a national language dictionary.

te

For administrative convenience, the Agency is divided into ten secfions:

research, editarial,leXicography, terminology, translation educational and ra-
_

dio co-urses, Production; library, finance, and administration.

The Agency-1, been given the taskofpiodUcing a n tional atias, a science

éncyclopaedia, and a junior eneiclopaedia which e all basic cools in learning

process.-

The-seCtian that-is _
_ ,

- -

Whieh d-Cts as

eat importance in, language development is the

e-Cretariat arranging Meeting_for experts from,
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The resulting new terminology usually 60-100 items is published tentatively
at the beginning of each month in an official organ of the agency, for pa-
tential criticism and review by other technical and language experts. Final
results are to be published topically in the form of booklets --- some which
have already come oui cover the subjects of government administration, en-
gineering, and official correspondence (the last is a style manual).47

A national dictionary is under compilation and when completed Will have

about 30,000 root words, Whether the newly ere ted terminology will ever be

accepted in learning insHtutes is anether question. Moreover, these items m

never reach the masses.

The third obje tive which should practically be separated from this organi-

zation has over burdened the Agency. Textbooks -n Malay a e in such a g eat

demand that their production has preempted other objectives, The Agency'

rid classics into Mallotion is engaged n translation of w

far predagogical purpose .

trans-

which is not entirely

The editorial sect on also tak s part in converting

Indonesian texts to Mal y orthographY and stylisfics. The research 5ecf ion helps

in t ansliterating and editing anc ent Malay texts f r publication in literature

extbooks. Only the n tional language materials a e largely pr duced within the

country English texts come from all over he world Some Chinese books a e

produced locally and some from primary texts are publ shed in Kuala Ltimpur.

46
The Agency publishes three official monthly magazines, Dewan Bahasa,

Dewar' Masharakat, and Dewan Pe lajaran. The first is a semi-academic lournal
which deals with Malay linguistics and literature in the widest sense of the word.
For a comprehensive review of linguistic papers in the journal before 1961, see
A Teeuw, A Critical Survey of Studies on Malay and Bahasa Indonesia Cs-

'Gravenhage-Martinus Ni ihoff, 1961 pp . 74-6.

47 Noss, op. cit. p. 138
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y aim at the corn-

public examinations The adoption or change of a text must be apporved by

Ministry of Education.

3.5.7 The Purposes of L n uages in Curruculum

On the one hand, the study of a language is an end in itself. On the other

a language is basi ally a means to an end. Whatever these obi

will determine and modify the methodology. The purposes of Ian

teaching before 1969 can be sumrn zed fol lows:

ives are, they

uage learning and

Longuage

.1.10 lay

Spoken

ITo na ive speakers for
standardization purposes

Writt n

To non-native speak r
as a prerequisite for (a)

To virtually 011 learners
as a prereqUisite for (b)
and (c)

o some learners as a new
medium of oral ins ruction

To a few native speakers
for Standardization purposes

To previous learners-
for remedial purposes

To native speakers as a me-
dium of written instruction

To all learners as an
academic subiect, or to
satisfy a requirement

(b) To all learners as an
academic subject, or to
satisfy a .requirernent

) To some learners as a new
medium of written instruction

To previous learners
remedial purposes

To some learne s as a
research tool
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Chinese

Tamil

-To virtually all learners
as a prerequisite for (d)
and (e)

<To most learners as a new
mediumof oral instruction"

To prevous learners
Jor remedial purposes

native speakers for
standardization purposes.

it
To a few non-native
speakers as a prerequis
for (f) and (g)

Arabic To a few le rners as
Japanese prerequisite for (h)
GerMan. and (i)
French
Russian To a few learners for
Thai communication purposes
Dutch

8 Where to Go The Chin and
Tamil Primary Schools

When the English primary schools

anguage there remained,the Chinese

five languages fo instruct on.

a

wer conve

(d) To most learners as a
medium of written .instruction
and to satisfy a requirement

(e) To many learners.as an
academic subject or research
tool

To previous learners
for remedial purposes

(f) To most learners as a new
medium of written instruction
and to satisfy a requirement

(g) To some learners as
an academic subject or

search tool

(h) To some learners
as research tool

(i) To a few tearners aca-
demic or required subjects, or or
cultural or religious reasons

ted to the use of the national

cl Tamil primary s he .Isi,using.:then- eape

SUspicion and doubt are. expres

of the e schools. Only by the authority concerned e(erci

ed about the future

ng a ational and ju-

dicious aPproach to this-educational problem can the question of the medium of

instruCtion be solved. Legal or constitUtional approach alone to the issue may
z
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ccniplicate the matter. Much-depends on how one interprets the terms of r ference.

For instance eferring to the 'ultim te objective of making the nati n I language

the main medium of instrucHon', Ch ng Min Kee, Assistant Advisor (teache s) to

the Ministry of Education, explained that the national language is to be made the

main medium but not the sole m dium .48

The Talib report paragraph 14 agreed that the existence of the Tamil and

Chinese medium primary schools was to uphold the faith and spirit of the constitution

There is every necessity to promote the existing primary schools in Chinese and

Tamil media because mother tongue education is compatible with nation 1 aspira-

tion and educat onal theory. As the UNESCO report puts it,

it is axiomatic that the best medium for teaching a child is his mother ton ue.
Psychologically, it is the system of meaningful signs that in his mind works
automatically for expression and understanding. Sociologically, it is a means
of identification among the members of the community to which he belongs.
Educationally, he learns more quickly through if than through an unfamiliar
linguistic medium 49

Th refore

guage o

we have reason to believe tha a child benefit- mo t through a 1 n-

hich he h s m stered all basic strucfures. The first aid to liter cy is

the mother- tongue Lite acy in the mother tong e is an inv luable asset, in_the

adult's life.

Education in the mother tongue m

eral knowledge-

yH.P- duce students with a goo en-

-a or at many subjects. However, when the change of medium

48 Min-Kee Chang, "The Educational System of Malaysia:
Structure" in UMBC Economic Review, 3:1 (1967), P. 32.

49 UNESCO, 1953, p. 11.

ts Policy and



ickes place, some studenls might be victims of low language !earning aptitude

combined with lack 'Df opportunity. Second language teachers and linguistic

study of the languages involved should help to ovei-come this problem.

3.5.9 Teacher Supply and Training

The moirtrange and frequeney of contact of a non-nativ

Molay.with Malay iS pri

spe ker of

arily in formal classroom situatIons see Appendix).

Therefore, there should be enough second language teachers to teach the Ian-

guage . The Razak report realized this and recommended the establishment of a

anguage institute to train teachers of the Malay language and fa carry Oh re-
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sea ch into and teaching of the languages in Mal ya.

The Longue e Institute has a maxi um annu 1 output of 150 Malay lan-

guage te chers. However, the demand far exceeded the supply when Malay

secondary schools were successfully set up. The Institute now tra ns tea hers for

Malay schools only. It has Fallen a victim to the incessant demand, despite its

original aspirations Acaording to the projection made by.the.Talib report there

ill be a shortage of Malay teachers in M I y and no -Malay schoals even by

O. The projection was made at the time when autornaHc promotion from th

primary to the sec ndary level and the change of the medium in the English pri-

mary schools (and selosequently the secondary schools) ere not foreseen. These

hanges require both Malay language teachers for general subjects and the language

-__ -Ever since the beginning Of th
-

education_sYstem in'Malaysia; looth ihe
. _

quantity and_quality of teachers have plagued the-syStern. When -c-ornprehensive
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.on5 was introduced in 1965, an unprecedented demand for teachers ensued.

Speak ng objectively, an educational venture without teachers will usually end in

-failure, or at best, in mediocrity. in order to.fill the vacuum, regional training

centres were established. High school graduates, sometimes with poor academic

achievement, were recruited for part-time training (week-ends) while carrying

on the actual te ching on the week d ys. Two years aftei they begin teachin

th y wou Id have to pass an -. chievement test which would. certify them .as qualified

teach r. The results were so dis

in 1967.

These teachers have to face

prim

pp inting that these centres were discontinued

he hallenge-ahe d of them Students fr m the

ry schools have different socio- linguistic backgrounds and re

levels of- I nguage: proficiency. --nd.achievement -in

ch different

t level other Subjects.-: -Wh

language proficiency h ve they reached in the primary schools to meet the requi e-

ment in the secondary education . A case from native-speakers will make it clear.

A standard five assessment examination revealed that in Malay primary schools,
50 to 70 per dent were below standard. There: waS a 40 pee cent failure in
Malay language tests by students attending Malay,schools .51

50 It is designed to provide pupils with general and pre-vocational education
with a view to keeping them to find their own aptitude and interest and to select the

e of further education- (academic, technical or vocational) that will best suit these
aptitudes and interests. The schools for'these students are-called lower Secondary
School -having the Same medium of instrtiCtion as in national type secondary scheols.

51'Sanford Jameson, editor, Admission and Placement of-Students From the
Pac fic-A-sia Area-National Association for Foreign Student Affairs, American
Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admission Officers, and the Institute for
Technical Interchange, East-West Cenire no date (January 1970?).
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On the one hand, the students e below _st- ndard; _n the other, the teach-

vs themselves have inadequate professional training and language proficiency.

Most of them have a relatively better command of En lish than Malay which was

Only taught as an academic subj6ct. Before 1969 they were required to teach in

English. Now they are required, to teach in another medium..

In a recent evaluation of the use of Malay by these trained teachers,

Ministry of Education listed the following shortcomings of the teachers:

their proficiency in-the Standard Malay is so poor that they have to
resort to using Bazaar Malay or English

they have no self-confidence

) their meth dology and pedago y are no cffective

they teach to fast so th t most stud nts cannot foll w

(v) sometimes, they use difficult and unfamil ar words-which they have
learned formally from books rather than frequentlYused vocabulary

(vi ) they teach only the content of the bo ks 52

These problems stem from a few factor;: e tea hers do not have the

-language proficiency-to make them feel Confident; b) those who use Malay:as

the medium for general subjects have no insight into the language difficultie

limitation of then- students. There ore, .confusion arises c;:s to whether a poor over-
.

all performance-is the result of..we k-ness in the language or-the-general problem of

understanding the content-of th subjects; (0 theY have not been adequately or

specially trained to teach-Malay as a second language. In short, the prthlems

involve both students and teach

Sin Chew Jit Poh May 8,1970.
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As is generally acknowledged, the teacher is the master of a classroom.

Effective learning is the result of effective teaching. There is no objection to

non-native Mal y speakers being recruited as teachers of Malay as a second Ian-

guage. They have the advantage of speaking or knowing the learners' language(s).

This source of teacher supply must-be appropriately utilized. .What is required of

the te chers of 'general language proficiency in the target

language. Many teachers, particularly the old ones who did not even leOrn Malay

as a sUbject, may not meet this very b sic requirement because they have now lost

the plasticity of acquiring a second language. More is required of langu ge tea h-

Language-teachers need specialist training. It is not sufficient merely that they
have a knowledge of the language they are going to teach; they must, in ad-
dition to their general training as teachers, receive special training in how
to teach languages.53

0n the one hand, mare Malay language te chers n ed to be

imperat Ve at presen_ is to retrain the teachers Involved in the.-

national language implementation. Methodology, compar tive linguistics, des-

criptive linguistics and second language learning theory must be emphasized in the

tr ining programme. Since the beginning of this year, many teachers h ve taken

part in the re-training programme which includes Methodology training and learn-

ing of Jawi script. The period of training lasts f r twe to four weeks (du ing term

3 S. P. Corder, "Advanced Study and the Experienced Teacher" in G.
Perren editor, Teachers of English as a Second Language: Their Training and
Preparation Great Britain: Cambridge Universityr-Press, 1968 p. 67



-xcation or for three months (during school term). In the long run 'advanced

$Ndy to use Corder s term, must be introduced to keep the language teachers

informed of new fndings in language learning and teaching. In-service train-

Irg hich includes semin rs and lectures can be h Id during each term vacation

82

with the view of exchanging experi n e and solving difficulties. There is plenty

of room for improvement.

Another area that needs special attention is an accurate and thorough an-

aly is of the targ t language and the languages of the pupils. Classroom appli-

cation c n benefit from the I nguistic resecitch into these languages. With the

help of linguistics and other relevant disciplines, language learning which also

involves extra-linguistic factors can be a rewarding exp rience.

Only effect ve .1 nguage teaching c

L nguistic,performanc

education When these

icy will be

cOnditians,.a

n its way to succ ss.

n settle 'con _oversies ave the medium

should not deprive g p -s n of his right to

e m t, impleme t tion of the langu ge poi-



CONCLUION:1

The rise of n tionalism has given force to the aspiration for cultural dis-

tinctions. One aspect of thes- distincti ns is the preference for one indigenous

Ianguage over a colonial language as the nationaF langu ge of the country. The

,m-ocess of ultimately m king Malay the national offici I language of Malaysia is

cre of social and cultural reform. In the process, Mal y has to compete with

ish and the two other major languages in the country, Chinese and Tamil .

As the national language, Malay h

trot use on the national, community, and s I ool levels.

.a.ciety of Malaysia rules out.the possibility

s tom ke pracikal h-eadimay into .gen

The. current cellular

lingual country., The neces-

cat on outside one's own linguistic g oup a .strong motivation for

nguage of the community concerned. Each of the major linguis-

Ily

unities in Malaysia is quite independent, socially, culturally and eConom-

:The range and freau ncy of necessity_ for infer-group' communication is not

This social phenomenon will change as society constantly changes. Grad-

all linguistic groups will have to communicate with one another in various

ion.

Therefore, there is need for a cornnion link, language in such social inter-

In the past, En fish served as a common link language for some educated

while Bazaar .Malay has served as a link language for the masses. Since



Itito is to replace English in the administration, Malay will be a link langua

-Hy and horizontally in the future.

11:=4"qU'CI

'9,1)

84:

Although not mentioned in 4-he constituti n, room must be alio ed for other

fo function comPlem nt rily with the national language 'No good

e of ignoring nation I cultures or valuable components of a Pa ticular na-

I culture') In a multilingu I

and accepted .

s ci ty, cultu al differences must be appreci-

The learning of the n tion I I nguage is usual! y limIted to Formal classroom

on. For half oF the sch ol p pulation, Mal y is not a mather tongue. There-

when the medium of instruction is to be in Malay, not only language but also

I, psychologic I' and educ tional problems are involved. If is unfair to de-

e a child of his chance to and right of educ tion because of weakness in a for-

nIan

ty.

Mother tongue education has !peen misconceived as a_ threat to national

This is misleading. Education through the national language does nof nec-

,ry Cultivate a common Malaysian outlook. The conteht of education has a

to play. The mother tOngue edbc Non in Malaysia, has been in existence for

tcnturies. From the existing foundation-, a systern_of education which will_ educate ;
individual to his ftilleSt potentiaL can be realized.

_

_

_NESCP,_Bilingtialiiin in Educatibn, Report on_an Intertiational,Seminar
_ystwyth,- WalesAugust,-29 =77-SePte-mber 2,- 1960,1 Landon: Her MaieSty's-itionery Office, 1965L p . 82.



'Th

Mare qualified -I n-

national language has been made a càmpulsory subject in all schools.

eachers

nt experience. However, the

e still n eded to make language le rning a

mphasiS in- the-public ex minations has been

the writing ability of the students. The students study the language; they do

not learn the language. Therefore they are un ble to a

fellow countrymen. It is n ce s

ki inter-group communicuHon.. Therefore

municate with their

ry to emphasize the speaking ability of the pupils

tr ditional gramrn

more modern approach must replace

r approach. This objec ive of anguage programrhe is

compatible with language learning theory. It also aims at the national interest.

The issue in the formulation of a satisfactory language policy is still al ve,

rihile the implementation of the present policy in the educational system will bring

about more problems. The decisions of political scient sts have created many pro-
_

ms for linguists and educationists to solve. The latter two' should have a greater

oice in decision making. Taking into consideration the relevant factors, linguis-

!:c aspirations and theories of education, the author considers bi- or inultilingualism

- _necessity for the _interest- of the-n t on and individual.
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APPENDIX

English

Chinese

Two or more languages (or dialects
or .

tw or more langu

Malay and .English

Any of the.Chinese
dialect

and one. is identical-to home

dialectS)-but.none is identical to, ho

The home language of the Malay child as it relates
ommunity, and nation

Malay. school:
Malay as the medium of instruc ion
English as an academic subject
Malay.speaking comMunity
Mixed Malay-English use in.the nation

English school:
M3lay as the medium of instructio

for some subjects
English as the medium of instruction

for some subjects
multilingual community
Mixed Malay-English use in the nation

W. Mackey, "Atypdogy of BilinguaLEducation" in Foreign Language
Annals; 3:4 (May 197Q), pp. 59677608.



The home l nguage of the Chinese
community, and nation

English School:
English as the medium of instruction
Malay as an academic subject

English School:
Malay as the medium of instruc ion
English as an academic subject-

child as it relates the languages of school,_

Chinese school;
Chinese as the medium of instruc ion
Malay.as an academic subject
English as an academic subject

En l sh school;
English as the medium of instruction
Malay as an academic subiect
Chinese as an academic subject

English school:
English as the medium of instruction
Malay- ai anacadernic subject



English school:
Malay as the medium of instruction

for some subjects
English as the medium of instruction

for some subjects
Chinese as an academic subject

89

En lish school:
same as the above
is not learnt

-xcept Chinese

English school:
Malay as the medium of instruCtion
English as an academic subject
Chinese as an academic subject

English school:
me as the ab ve e cep

is not learnt
hinese

The home language of the Tamil child as it relates t6 the languages of school,
community, _and nation.

mil School:
1Tamil as the-medium of initruction

lay as_an acade6-ticj5ubject
_ ngiish-at an,ac-aderia6 subject

-Tam i speaki ng community-
_
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English school:
..English asthe medium of instruction

Malay as an academic subje
Tamil as an academic subjec

except Tarnil

n fish school:
Malay as the medium of instruct; n

for some subjects
-English as the mediUm of instructi-n

for some subjects
Tam ii as an academic.subject

n lih school:
same as the above except Tamil
Is not learnt

English school:
talay cis The medkim of instruction

English as an academic subject

ngl ishschool:- -

Sarne-ai the 6 bove,exeept- Mini! is
--:mdintained ascin acaderriie-subject -

firr:Tr; =...7-e.-71,-.-
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